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ABSTRACT
Observations o f A B  Doradns, a nearby, rap id ly -ro ta ting  KO dw arf are analysed, and the surface 
magnetic fie ld  is shown to  be approxim ated by a poten tia l field.
E vo lv ing the surface magnetic fie ld according to  diffusion and the observed differentia l 
ro ta tion  s t i l l  yields good correlation between the calculated and observed rad ia l fie ld a fter 30 
days, contrad ictory to  the results o f Barnes et al. (1998), leading to  the conclusion tha t there 
is an add itiona l cause for the evolution o f the magnetic field.
The chromospheric magnetic fie ld is modelled as a potentia l fie ld w ith  a source surface. 
Using the s ta b ility  crite ria  g .B  =  0 and B .V (g .B )  <  0, places where prominences can be stable 
are investigated. For agreement w ith  the results o f Donati et al. (2000)- th a t prominences form  
preferentia lly near the equatoria l plane and at and beyond coro ta tion- i t  is necessary to  add a 
quasidipolar fie ld  o f m axim um  strength ^^2 0 0 .
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 The Sun as a star
Baliunas &  Vaughan (1985) and Schrijver (1991) give reasons why studying other stars helps us 
understand the Sun, and vice versa. These can be summarised as:
1. The effect o f parameters such as ste llar age, ro ta tion , lum inosity and spectral type upon 
stellar a c tiv ity  can be studied.
2. We can observe the Sun in  greater deta il than other stars.
1.2 Spots
Sunspots have been known fo r at least two m illen n ia - the catalogue o f W ittm a n n  &  X u  (1987) 
lists sunspots dating from  as early as 165BC. Priest (1984) reports tha t the earliest known 
sunspot was observed by Theophrastus o f Athens in  350BC.
C arring ton  (1858) noticed th a t in  the two years preceding the February 1856 sunspot 
m in im um , the sunspots were confined to  w ith in  20° o f the equator, bu t spots fo rm ing after 
m in im um  tended to  be between 20 and 40°.
W h ile  observing the Sun in  Ho;, (Hale 1908c) noticed vortices connected w ith  sunspots, 
and suggested th a t i f  the solar atmosphere was ionised, then rap id revo lution o f charged particles 
should lead to  a magnetic fie ld  in  the spo t- where the direction o f m otion would determ ine the
p o la rity  o f the fie ld in  the spot (Hale 1908b; Hale 1908d)- and Zeeman doublets in  the spectrum  
which he predicted were observed (Hale 1908a).
Hale (1908d) investigated the doublets in  the spectra o f spots, as he wanted to  see whether 
they were c ircu la rly  polarised. He found th a t the doublets were c ircu la rly  polarised in  opposite 
directions, and argued th a t th is  indicated th a t a spot would have a magnetic field. He commented 
th a t the doublets would become trip le ts  i f  observed in  a magnetic fie ld at r igh t angles to  the 
lines o f force.
Hale et al. (1919) investigated the p o la rity  and strength o f the magnetic fie ld  in  sunspots. 
I f  7  is the angle between the line o f sight and the d irection o f the magnetic field, and nj, &  
are respectively the intensities o f the blue and red components o f a Zeeman tr ip le t then
cos 7  =
They were able to  place sunspots in to  three categories:
- unipolar spots which are small groups o f spots w ith  the same polarity,
- bipolar spots which are two spots o f opposite polarity,
- multipolar spots which are groups containing spots o f both  polarities.
They noted th a t after the December 1912 sunspot m inim um , the po larities o f the un ipo la r 
spots and leading members o f b ipo la r spots in  each hemisphere was opposite to  th a t before the 
sunspot m in im um . One suggested explanation was th a t the Sun had two active zones- a higher 
la titude  one (~  20 — 25°) and a lower la titude  one (~  10°) -  and these zones produced spot 
groups w ith  different polarities. I f  th is were the case, then as the mean la titu de  o f spots d rifted  
equatorward during  the sunspot cycle, in  each hemisphere the ra tio  between the numbers o f 
groups w ith  each p o la rity  would evolve, which i t  failed to  do. Nicholson &  Sternberg (1934) 
were able to  confirm  th is  po la rity  reversal two m in im a later. Further evidence for a ~20-25 year 
cycle period came from  Rush &  T ro tte r (1954), who noted tha t magnetic storms occured more 
than tw ice as frequently before the m in im a o f 1913 and 1933 than they d id  before the m in im a 
o f 1923 and 1944.
1.3 Magnetic fields on stars
Cam pbell (1899) observed th a t the H 7  line o f 0 Ceti was sp lit in to  3 components, w ith  the central 
component being the strongest. Clerke (1899) suggested tha t th is could be caused by the Zeeman 
effect, and said th a t the polarisation o f the 3 components would need to  be determ ined before i t  
could be shown whether th is  was the case, W righ t (1910) attem pted th is  bu t fe lt his observations 
were inconclusive.
Hale (1908b) suggested th a t the Sun could possess a magnetic field. M innaert (1937) 
said th a t i t  would be d ifficu lt to  detect a solar-strength magnetic fie ld on another star, bu t 
suggested th a t rap id ly  ro ta ting  stars could have magnetic fields strong enough to  be detected 
by looking fo r c ircu lar polarisation o f doublets in  the spectrum. Assuming th a t fie ld strength 
was d irec tly  p roportiona l to the average equatoria l velocity (the equatoria l velocity is convenient 
to  use, as fo r the Sun i t  shows less varia tion  than for other la titudes (Adams 1909)), Babcock 
(1947) suggested th a t B, A  and early F type stars could have magnetic fields o f the order 1.5kG, 
and he found th a t some o f the absorption lines in  the spectrum o f 78 V irg in is  showed c ircu lar 
po larisa tion  w hich could be explained by the Zeeman effect.
Preston (1971) used the w id ths o f C r I, Or II, Fe I  and Fe I I  spectral lines to  determine 
the mean magnetic fie ld strength for A p stars.
M u lla n  (1979) argued th a t i f  a spot were surrounded by oppositely directed magnetic 
fields, then the measured magnetic fie ld  would be much smaller than the real fie ld  strength. 
Robinson (1980) showed th a t th is problem  could be circumvented by measuring the changes in  
the w id ths o f spectral lines, which was used by Robinson, Worden &  Harvey (1980) to detect, 
m agnetic fields on two cool stars viz. ^ Bootis A  (a G8 V  star) and 70 O phiuchi A  (KO B).
M arcy (1982) pointed out th a t th is  method relies upon the Zeeman-insensitive (i. e. tt) 
and the Zeeman-sensitive (i. e. cri, (J2) lines having the same profile.
Gray (1984) modelled the Zeeman profile Z { \ )  as an unshifted (t t ) component o f re lative 
in tens ity  Ip — | ( 1—cos^ 0) and shifted (cri, erg) components o f relative in tensity A  =  |( l+ c o s ^  0), 
w ith  0 being the angle between the line -o f-s igh t and the magnetic fieldlines. I f  Aq is defined so 
th a t Ao =  5(1 +  cos^ 0), then
Ip =  1 — A q
and
His next stage was to  perform  a Fourier transform  on Z { \ ) .  The Fourier transform  o f 
^ (A )  is
z(cr) =  1 — Ao +  Ao cos(27t<jAAi),
where A A i is the wavelength sh ift for the u i and erg lines. Then, i f  /J (A ) is the specific in tensity 
o f the line profile  in  the absence o f magnetic fields, A  (A), the in tensity profile  in  the presence 
o f the magnetic field, is given by a convolution:
4(A ) =  / “ (A) * Z(A). (1.1)
Using th is, Gray (1984) was able to  measure magnetic fields on 7 so lar-type stars, viz. ^ 
Bootis A  (G8V ), r  Ceti (G8V ), a  Draconis (KOV), e E ridan i (K 2V ), 70 O phiuchi A  (KOV), 
Ursae M a jo ris  (GOV) and 61 V irg in is  (G 6V ).
1.4 Prominences
The firs t recorded occidental observation o f solar prominences was by Birgerus Vassenius from  
Goteborg in  1733 (P e ttit 1943). D uring  a to ta l solar eclipse, the apparent angular diameter o f the 
M oon is greater than th a t o f the Sun. D uring  the Ju ly  1851 eclipse, observers near the northern 
edge o f the track o f to ta lity  saw prominences near the northern lim b o f the Sun which were 
invis ib le  (i. e. hidden by the Moon) fo r observers near the southern edge o f the track o f to ta lity , 
and s im ila rly , observers near the southern edge o f the track o f to ta lity  saw prominences near the 
southern lim b  o f the Sun which were invisib le for observers near the northern edge o f the track o f 
to ta lity . Moreover, prominences were seen to be fixed w ith  respect to  the Sun. B o th  these facts 
indicate th a t prominences are linked w ith  the Sun rather than the M oon (Council o f the Royal 
Astronom ica l Society 1852). Observations o f th a t eclipse also showed th a t for observers near 
the northern  (southern) edge o f the track o f to ta lity , the corona appeared broader and brighter 
at the northern  (southern) lim b o f the Sun than at the southern (northern) lim b, ind ica ting  
th a t the corona too was associated w ith  the Sun (Council o f the Royal Astronom ical Society 
1852). However, w ith  the Ju ly 1860 eclipse, some observers (e. g. A. B ille rbeck observing from
Rastenburg and L t. F. A. Oom observing from  A lto  d ’Urbuneja) said th a t before to ta lity , the 
corona appeared concentric w ith  the M oon (Raynard 1879).
Lockyer (1903) noted th a t-  unlike spots- the centres o f prominence a c tiv ity  could appear 
at h igh la titude . He also noted th a t the corona was irregular in  shape when observed at to ta l 
solar eclipses near sunspot maximum.
Lockyer &  Lockyer (1903) investigated whether there was a lin k  between prominence 
and sunspot activ ity . They noticed th a t the frequency o f prominences w ith in  40° o f the solar 
equator appeared to  vary in  step w ith  the sunspot cycle, w ith  the number o f such promincences 
peaking near sunspot maxim um . However, those more than 40° from  the equator showed no 
connection w ith  the sunspot cycle, showing short outbursts o f activ ity . Barocas (1939) also 
d iv ided the prominences in to  two groups depending upon la titude. The lo w -la titu d e  ones were 
those w ith in  40° o f the solar equator, and the h igh -la titud e  ones were those more than 40° from  
the solar equator. He found tha t the lo w -la titud e  prominences tended to  exist between 18 and 
28° from  the equator, reaching the m axim um  la titude  around sunspot m in im um , whereas the 
h ig h -la titu d e  prominences were nearest to  the poles around sunspot m aximum.
P e ttit (1939) suggested tha t i t  would be possible to  determine the tem perature o f a solar 
prominence by comparing the w idths o f lines in  the spectrum w ith  those obtained from  te rrestria l 
sources. Using th is  technique, he determ ined a tem perature o f '^7200K for one prominence.
Roberts (1948) used observations o f an active solar prominence o f June 1947 to  suggest 
i t  was associated w ith  the corona.
P ike l’ner (1971) argued th a t prominences were linked w ith  therm al ins tab ilities  in  the 
corona, and suggested th a t they could be caused by magnetic flu x  tubes s ta rting  in  active regions. 
He argued th a t i f  the tem perature decreased along the tube, then the therm al conduction w ill 
drop and a prominence could form. Priest &  Sm ith (1979) showed tha t i f  the tube was stretched 
enough then a po in t would be reached where the therm al conduction could no longer keep the 
plasma the rm a lly  stable and cooling would follow. Priest, Hood &  Anzer (1989) investigated 
tw is tin g  flu x  tubes in  the corona, and showed tha t such a flu x  tube could produce a d ip  in  the 
magnetic field, enabling a prominence to  form  and be supported against g ra v ity - they suggested 
condensation in  the corona as a suitable process. They also suggested th a t the necessary tw is ting  
could be caused by d ifferentia l ro ta tion . Dahlburg, Antiochos k  K lim chuk (1998) investigated
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prominence form ation by localised heating, and suggested th a t chromospheric plasma is heated 
and evaporated in to  pre-existing prominence loops, after which i t  condenses in to  the growing 
prominence mass. Poland Sz M ariska (1986) suggested th a t i f  the parts o f a flu x  tube nearest 
to  the surface were heated, then add itiona l m ateria l could be evaporated and end up trapped 
in  the prominence.
Antiochos &  K lim chuk (1991) commented tha t there seemed to  be two contrad ictory 
requirem ents- the heating needed to  increase (to increase the amount o f m ateria l being evapo­
rated from  the surface) and to  decrease (to  form  a condensation). They suggested th a t a heating 
increase had to  be non-un ifo rm , w ith  the footpoin ts being heated more than the loop m idpo in t.
Solar prominences can be d iv ided in to  two basic types (Priest 1984, Z ir in  1988):
1. Quiescent prominence: These are stable, and can last for several months. These form  on 
the timescale o f about a day. They tend to form  in  regions o f open magnetic field. These 
can be subdivided into:
- Prominences in  active regions.
- Prominences in  quiet regions.
- Ascending prominences.
2. Active prominence: These occur in  active regions, and are norm ally related to solar flares. 
These can be subdivided into:
- L im b  flares.
- Loops and coronal rain.
- Surges.
- Sprays.
Prominences are seen around other stars as well as the Sun. Prominences can be observed 
as features in  the Ho: profile (Collier Cameron &  Robinson 1989a; C ollier Cameron &  R obin­
son 1989b; C o llie r Cameron 1999). C o llie r Cameron &  Woods (1992) reported prominences 
around 4 stars in  the a  Persei cluster, viz. He373, He 520, He622 and He699, w ith  prominences 
concentrated ju s t outside the corotation radius. Byrne, E ibe 6  van den Oord (1998) reported
prominences around A B  Doradûs, H K  A quarii, BD4-22° 4409 and REJ1816+541. W olk &  W al­
ter (1996) found an inverse P C ygni line profile in  H a  for V836 Tauri, which they explained 
as absorption o f in fa lling  m aterial. W alter (1999) showed th a t discrete in fa ll events are seen as 
transient redshifted absorption features in  Ha.
I f  f  == r  sin d is the distance o f the prominence from  the ro ta tion  axis, i  the inc lina tion  
o f the ro ta tio n  axis to  the line o f sight, w the angular velocity o f the star and v =  c j^ fs m i  the 
d r if t  rate o f the prominence when crossing the centre o f the stellar disk, then
^  (1-2)i t *  fW 8in%
(C ollie r Cameron 1999).
1.4.1 The Kippenhahn-Schhiter model
One o f the early models for prominences was the Kippenhahn-Schlüter model (K ippenhahn &  
Schlüter 1957), which is explained in  Priest (1984).
Using local Euclidean co-ordinates the prominence is modelled as a slab in  the ^/-direction, 
where the x -  and y-axes are paralle l to  the surface and the %-axis is perpendicular to  the surface. 
I t  is assumed th a t the on ly variations are in  the rc-direction, so tha t
I t  is assumed th a t the magnetic fie ld can be expressed as
B  =  (R % ,B y ,R ^(æ )). (1.4)
I t  is also assumed th a t the temperature, pressure and density can be represented as
T  =  To, (1.5)
and the ideal gas law
p ^ p { x )  (1.6)
The divergence and cu rl o f B  are;
and
The force balance is
V .B  =  ^  =  0 (1.8)oz
V x B  =  ( 0 , - ^ , 0 ) .  (1.9)
0 = - V p  - /)ffz -  V  ( +  (B ,V )B - i (1.10)zp, J 11
The X -  and z-components o f 1,10 give
A
dx ‘ 2fi J0 =  4 - f p + ^ )  (1.11)
pg. (1.12)
and
B x  dBz  
p dx
1.11 can be integrated to get
B^p{^ )  +  ^  =  c, (1.13)
where c is a constant to  be determ ined from  the boundary conditions.
The boundary conditions are tha t as £C —> Too then p{x)  -A 0 and B z (x )  -> ± 62- 
Let X  00 so th a t 1.13 gives
B x  A  B y  +  b% _  
2p (1.14)
Th is  value for c can be substitu ted in to  1,13, g iving 
p{x)  + 2p 2/i
which, w ith  some cancelling o f like terms, gives
P(x) =  (1.15)
The pressure scale height, A is given by
A =  ^ ,  mg
so
m  1
knTo Kg
which can be subsituted in to  1.7 to  give
Rearranging gives
P =  Apg (1.16)
So, from  1.15 and 1.16,
2AjU
The LH S  o f 1.17 is the same as the RHS o f 1.12, so
B x d B z  ^  6 | - B |  
fj, dx 2Afi ’
which is a firs t order differentia l equation in  Bz^ w ith  solution
2B%A
Prom 1.15
bzx
Equations 1.5 and 1.7 give the density
The equations o f the fieldlines can be determ ined from
dx _  dz 
B x  B z  ’
(1.18)
B z  =  i>z t a n h ; ! ^ .  (1.19)
p(x) =  5 - s e c h — . (1.20)
1 0
giving
Prom equation 1.19,
dz __ B z  
dx B x
dz bz . , bzxtann
hence
dx B x  2 B x K  ’
f tanh da;. ( 1.22)J B x  I B x K
Th is  can be integrated to  give
^ =  2Alogg ^coshg ^ ^ l  +  c, (1.23)
where c is a constant fo r each ind iv idua l fieldline.
Anzer (1969) investigated the s ta b ility  o f prominences. He modelled a prominence as
a current sheet o f infin itessim al thickness ly ing  along the 0—axis, ly ing  in  a po ten tia l field,
w ith  variables depending on ly upon x  and %. I f  [ / ]  is the jum p  o f a function  f { x ^ z )  across a 
plasm a-vacuum  boundary then the necessary and sufficient conditions for s ta b ility  are:
>  0 (1.24)
and
Priest (1984) showed tha t these can be w ritte n  as
dBxfiJ — ^  >  0 (1.26)dz -
and
B a :,o ~  <  0 (1.27)
respectively, where J  is the current flow ing (in  the z —direction) along the prominence.
I f  a prominence is supported solely by the Lorentz force, then
pg ~  BxfiJ ,  (1.28)
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which, when differentiated w ith  respect to  z, gives
The firs t terra  on the RHS o f equation 1.29 is non-negative (equation 1.26) and the second 
term  on the RHS o f equation 1.29 is non-positive (equation 1.27). Hence, there is no restric tion  
on the sign o f the LHS o f equation 1.29, im p ly ing  th a t ^  could be positive or negative, i.e p 
could increase or decrease w ith  height.
The LHS o f equation 1.28 is non-negative, im p ly ing  tha t the RHS has to  be as well, i.e.
^  0.
Th is  can be m u ltip lie d  by equation 1.27 to give 
g iv ing
Ï  <  0, (1.30)
since j  >  0. Hence, in  a stable prominence, J  cannot increase w ith  height.
1.5 Chromospheric activity, X -ray flux and C all H & K emission
1.5.1 X-ray flux
Ayres &  L insky (1980) noted from  a sample o f stars ranging from  spectral type F4 to  MO, and o f 
lum inos ity  classes I I I  to  V  th a t (where L x  is the X -ra y  lum inosity  and Lhoi the bolom etric 
lum inos ity) increased as the ro ta tion  period increased.
Pa llav ic in i et al. (1981) investigated whether there was a re lationship between L^oi 
and using, using X -ra y  observations from  the E IN S T E IN  Observatory. They found tha t:
- For 0 3 -B 5  stars L x  oc L w
1 2
- For A 9-F 8  stars L x  oc (u s in g )2.
- For F 7 -M 5  stars o f lum inosity  classses I I I ,  IV  and V , L x  oc (u sing)^'^^®'^. They suggested 
th is  could be connected w ith  these stars having subphotospheric convection zones, which 
would have the capab ility  o f sustaining dynamo mechanisms. Subphotospheric convection 
zones are expected for m ain sequence stars w ith  T e // ~  8000K (Schm itt et al. 1985).
W alter (1981) used a sample o f F8-G 5 stars o f lum inosity  classes I I I ,  IV  and V  and found 
th a t the best s tra igh t-line  f i t  was o f the form
^  (X
Lbol
which disagrees w ith  the result o f Pallavic in i et al. (1981).
From th is, W alter (1981) suggested th a t the correct re la tion would be o f the form
L x^  oc Olf {dconv))
where f{dconv) was a function  o f the depth o f the convective zone relative to  the ste llar radius. 
He argued th a t th is would lead to  the level o f ac tiv ity  being dependent only on O and
W alter (1982) looked for a re lationship between and H, arguing th a t s im ply using L x  
would mean th a t one would be looking at the integrated surface X -ra y  flux, and a small star 
w ith  a large proportion  o f its  surface covered w ith  active regions could have a s im ila r value o f L x  
as a large star w ith  a small p roportion  o f its  surface covered w ith  active regions, so he suggested 
using the re lative surface flu x  bu t commented tha t for stars o f the same spectral type and 
lum inos ity  class, L x  and are equivalent. He also decided to  use 0 , as ro ta tiona l periodicities 
(and hence the angular velocity) can be determ ined from  Ca I I  H  and K  flu x  variations (Stimets 
&  Giles 1980) whereas the radius and inc lina tion  would be needed to  determ ine v. Thus W alter 
(1982) decided to  look at relations o f the form
Lbol
Investigating a sample o f F 8-G 2 stars, o f lum inosity  class V , W alter (1982) tr ied  to  find  
a stra igh t line f i t  to  the data o f the form
^  =  A  +  B lo g Ü ,
Lbol
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and found A  — —2.64 ±  0.41 and B  =  2.51 ±  0.44. However he found be tte r fits  o f A  — 
-3 .1 6  ±  0.17, B  =  1.21 ±  0.22 when P  <  1.05^  ^ and A  =  -1 .25  ±  0.61, B  =  3.83 ±  0.61 when 
P  > 0.6"^ .
He suggested tha t the discrepancies in  the power-law relationships found by W alter (1981) 
and Pa llav ic in i et al. (1981) could be due to selection effects. He argued th a t one single pow er- 
law was insufficient to  f i t  the data, and there was a d iscontinu ity at P  ~  12^\ and commented 
th a t from  the Skumanich re la tion  (Skumanich 1972) th is  would correspond to  an age o f ~  10® 
years, where the Vaughan-Preston gap (Vaughan 1980,Vaughan &  Preston 1980) occurs.
W alter (1983) investigated F -typ e  stars in  more detail. He looked for a re la tion o f the
form
L xlog —^  =  A  +  P  log(u sins),Lbol
and only found a good (>  0.7) correlation for stars w ith  (B -V)>0.46. He found th a t for (B- 
V )>0 .52 , L x  oc (usins)^*^^®-^. He interpreted these results as ind ica ting  th a t F -typ e  stars w ith  
(B -V )>0 .46  had a so lar-type dynamo. He suggested tha t either the structure o f the d ifferentia l 
ro ta tion  changed dram atica lly  at th is  po in t, or th a t there is a c ritica l convection zone depth 
needed for the dynamo.
One effective m ethod o f studying the effects o f age on X -ra y  lum inos ity  is to  use open 
clusters, which would be composed o f stars o f s im ila r age and chemical com position (Randich 
&  Schm itt 1995).
M icela et al. (1985) assumed th a t L x  oc (usin%)^ for G dwarfs and compared ( L x )  for 
G dwarfs in  the Hyades and the Pleiades. They found th a t for the Pleiades the value was 
2Q29.6±o.igj.g g-1  ^vviiereas for the Hyades i t  was lower, 10^®'^^®'^erg s“ ^. They interpreted th is  
as evidence tha t, for stars o f s im ila r spectral type, L x  decreases w ith  age.
M aggio et al. (1987) also used the E IN S T E IN  Observatory to  study F7-G 9 stars o f 
lum inos ity  types IV  and V , w ith in  25pc o f the solar system, and calculated the X -ra y  lum inosity, 
Lx ,  to  be
lo g P x  =  39.9 +  2.54 log (1.31)
where L x  is in  erg s“ ^. They argued th a t the good correlation (correlation coefficient o f 0.84) 
would be due to  L x  and R j j x  having a common orig in, and so looked for a connection between
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L x  and the surface ro ta tion  velocity v, obta in ing
lo g P x  =  2.1 log u +  26.5, (1.32)
where v is in  km  s“ h They argued th a t th is  result was in  good agreement w ith  th a t o f Pa llav ic in i 
et al. (1981), and th a t th is  im plied th a t the L x ~ v  re la tion for F7-G 9 stars was independent o f 
spectral type.
M icela et al. (1988) used E IN S T E IN  observations o f the Hyades to investigate L x -  They 
found th a t fo r m ain sequence G -type  stars
(logLx) = 29.16iHf,
confirm ing the decrease o f (L%) w ith  age found by M icela et al. (1985). M icela et al. (1988) 
found a s im ila r trend  for m ain sequence K -ty p e  stars, a lthough G and K -ty p e  stars had different 
X -ra y  lum inos ity  d is tribu tions, ind ica ting  th a t L x  depends on {B  — V )  as well as age.
Randich &  Schm itt (1995) used R O S A T  observations o f Praesepe, which is o f a s im ila r 
age to  the Hyades (from  H IP P A R C O S  data Robichon et al. (1997) determ ined the age o f 
Praesepe to  be ~830 M yr, and Lebreton et al. (1997) determined the age o f the Hyades to  be 
6254:100 M y r), and found a lower detection rate in  X -rays (33% for dG, 14% for d K  and 13% 
fo r dM ) than  fo r the Hyades. They interpreted th is as meaning th a t Praesepe stars appeared as 
a whole to  be in trins ica lly  less lum inous in  X -rays than the ir Hyades counterparts. B a rr ado y 
Navascués, Stauffer &  Randich (1998) investigated th is  difference between the Hyades and the 
Pleiades, bu t were unable to  draw any firm  conclusions, and suggested th a t fu rthe r observations 
o f open clusters o f a s im ilar age were needed.
Randich, Schm itt &  Prosser (1996) studied the Coma Berenices cluster, which is o f a 
s im ila r age (~430 M yr) as the Hyades and Praesepe (Boesgaard 1989). However, i t  has a lower 
p roportion  o f la te -type  m ain sequence stars than the Hyades and Praesepe. A nother m ajor d if­
ference is th a t the Hyades and Praesepe bo th  have high m etallicities {viz. [Fe/H ]=0.125±0.032) 
and Coma has a low m e ta llic ity  o f [Fe/H ]—-0.082±0.039 (Boesgaard 1989). F rie l &  Boesgaard 
(1992) commented th a t these three clusters would preserve the inhomogeneities o f the gas they 
formed from.
Randich, Schm itt &  Prosser (1996) noted th a t the X -ra y  detection rate for Coma was 
closer to  th a t for the Hyades than for Praesepe, and the X -ra y  lum inosity  d is tr ib u tio n  functions
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fo r G -type  stars in  the Hyades and Coma were sim ilar. They argued tha t i f  L x  depended upon 
m eta llic ity , then i t  would be expected th a t i t  would be the Hyades and Praesepe which were 
sim ilar, and Coma different.
They suggested tha t there could be a difference in  the d is trib u tio n  o f the ro ta tiona l ve­
locity, bu t, i f  th is  were the case, there would be the problem as to  why there were different 
ro ta tiona l velocity d is tribu tions in  clusters o f a s im ila r age.
Randich et al. (1995) studied the open cluster IC  2602, which is on ly 36 M y r old (M erm il- 
liod  1981). They found th a t the value o f saturated at {B  — V ) 0.7, and at la ter spectral 
types, the m axim um  value o f L x  {Lx,max) decreased. They compared the X -ra y  lum inos ity  
d is tr ib u tio n  function  w ith  th a t fo r the Pleiades, and found th a t for {B  — V ) >  1.25 they were 
s im ila r, b u t for (R  — P ) <  1.25, the IC  2602 stars appeared to have a higher L x  than  fo r the 
Pleiades. They suggested th a t th is  could mean tha t when a star evolves between 30 and 70 M yr, 
there is a significant decrease in  L x  w ith  age for the stars w ith  {B  — V ) <  1.25, b u t L x  remains 
m ore-or-less the same for stars w ith  {B  — V ) >  1.25.
They suggested th a t i f  open clusters followed a s im ilar evolution o f ro ta tiona l velocity, 
then one would expect the G and early K  dwarfs in  IC  2602 to ro tate faster in  general than 
those in  the Pleiades, and i f  there was a strong lin k  between ro ta tiona l velocity and L x  then 
these stars in  IC  2602 would have a higher L x  than  those in  the Pleiades, as is observed. They 
claim  th a t th is  indicates a lin k  between age and L x  •
Stauffer et al. (1997) also observed IC  2602, and compared i t  w ith  IC  2391, which is o f a 
s im ila r age. They noted tha t saturates fo r rap id  rotators, bu t the satura tion  level declined 
for v s in i  ~  100 km  s“ ^, a supersatu ia tion effect noticed in  the a  Persei cluster by Prosser et al. 
(1996).
Schm itt et al. (1990) investigated the Ursa M a jo r stream, and found no correlation 
between L x  and usin&, bu t they argued th is  could be due to the sm all sample (18 stars).
V ilh u  (1984) investigated the saturation o f and suggested tha t th is  was due to  the disc 
being to ta lly  filled  w ith  active regions, bu t Jardine &  U nruh (1999) noted th a t i f  the ro ta tion  
rate is increased, then the density and the pressure would increase in  the outer corona, where 
the largest magnetic structures would lie, and the corotation radius would move inwards. They
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suggested centrifugal s tripp ing  o f the corona as the cause o f the saturation.
James et al. (2000) studied ro ta tion  rate and L x  for M -dwarfs, to  investigate the super­
satura tion  observed by Prosser et al. (1996) and Stauffer et al. (1997). They found tentative 
evidence for supersaturation.
Schrijver (1983) investigated whether there was a correlation between the soft X -ra y  flu x  
density at the surface {F x )  and the Ca I I  H &  K  line-core flux  density(F ///^). Setting A F h k  to  
be the excess Ca I I  H  &  K  flux, which is the flu x  above the basal flu x  (Schrijver 1987)- a lower 
l im it  which depends on (B -V ) and lum ino isty class. He found tha t
F x  oc . (1.33)
1.5.2 Ca I I  H  &  K  f lu x  and H a  em ission
Huggins &  Huggins (1897) investigated the behaviour o f calcium at low density, such as high up
in  the chromosphere, in tending to  find  out under what conditions the H and K  lines dominated.
They slowly reduced the density o f a calcium vapour, and examined the spectrum, find ing  th a t 
the other lines reduced in  strength compared to  the H and K  lines as the density was decreased.
Eberhard &  Schwarzschild (1913) noted th a t a  Bootis, a  Tauri and cr G em inorium  a ll 
showed Ca I I  K  emission, and suggested th a t th is could be due to  solar-like activ ity.
Babcock &  Babcock (1955) noticed tha t there was a strong correspondence between solar 
regions showing Ca I I  floccu li and b ipo lar magnetic regions, w ith  Ca I I  plages being associated 
w ith  those b ipo la r regions w ith  a magnetic fie ld  ^2 G . This work was extended by Frazier (1970) 
who noted th a t there were downdrafts- isolated regions o f downflowing m a te ria l- at the edges 
o f the supergranules, which were h igh ly  correlated w ith  Ca I I  K  emission. Skumanich, Smythe 
&  Frazier (1975) also noticed a linear correlation between magnetic fie ld  strength and Ca I I  K  
emission, and suggested th a t Ca I I  K  emission could be used to measure chromospheric ac tiv ity  
on other stars.
Leighton (1959) observed the structure o f the azim uthal fie ld on the Sun, and noticed tha t 
there was a strong correlation between the fie ld  pa tte rn  and the structure o f Ca I I  emission. He 
suggested th a t aU Ca I I  emission was associated w ith  magnetic fields. Howard (1959) also noticed 
a strong correspondence between magnetic fields and Ca plage regions.
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W ilson &  Bappu (1957) investigated whether the emission line w id th  fo r Ca I I  H and K  
lines depended upon
1. emission intensity,
2 . ste llar lum inosity  and
3. spectral type.
They studied stars la ter than GO, and found tha t for Ca I I  K  the only dependence was 
upon the ste llar lum inosity, w ith  a linear re la tion  between the absolute m agnitude M y  and the 
logarithm  o f the w id th  o f the emission line. They suggested th a t th is  re lationship provided 
a m ethod o f determ ining the in trins ic  lum inosity  o f la te -type  stars. They argued th a t the 
w id th  cannot depend upon the surface gravity, and suggested th a t tu rbu len t m otion w ith in  the 
em itting  chromosphere could cause the lines to  broaden due to  the Doppler effect. Th is  was 
fu rth e r calibrated by W ilson (1959) using the Sun and four K -ty p e  giants in  the Hyades (7 , J, 
€ and 9^ Tauri).
W ilson (1963) noted from  comparisons o f C a ll H &; K  emission in  m ain sequence stars in  
open clusters (the Pleiades, the Hyades, Praesepe and the Coma Berenices cluster) and fie ld  stars 
th a t the younger stars appeared in  general to  have stronger emission, and suggested th a t th is  
was connected w ith  the strength o f the magnetic field. W ilson h  Skumanich (1964) suggested 
tha t, fo r single stars later than F7, the strength o f Ca I I  H and K  emission was an ind ica to r o f 
the star’s age.
Skumanich (1972) noted th a t-  for the small sample he used- the ro ta tion  rate was pro­
po rtiona l to  the Ca I I  emission, and suggested tha t bo th  decayed as the inverse square root 
w ith  tim e. Th is was consistent w ith  Weber &  Davis (1967) who from  m odelling the solar w ind, 
argued th a t the angular m om entum  o f the Sun, J , would evolve as
j  oc DM, (1.34)
equivalent to
j  =  - - ,  (1.35)r
where r  is a characteristic timescale (for the Sun 7x10®years).
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Figure 1.1: The solid line shows a solution to  equation 1.38 where f2 o = l and 7 = 1, and t  going
up to  1000. The dotted line is for Q, (x t~ ^
L i &  C o llie r Cameron (1993) showed th a t th is  gives
n  oc - a g o ,  (1.36)
which, when there is a linear dynamo law Bo oc (1, leads to
Ù oc (1.37)
From 1.37
Q =  Oq [1 +  7 ^ 0 ,  
where Q,q is the angular momentum at tim e to and 7 is a constant. 
1.38 can also be w ritte n  as
(1.38)
_1 1_
Q2 “ Ô f oc (t -  to). (1.39)
w ith  a positive constant o f p roportiona lity , so i f  SI -7  00 as t  -> to, then we get SI oc t  2, as 
shown in  figure 1.1.
However, Soderblom et al. (1993) argued th a t the Skumanich model was too simple, as i t  
failed to  tackle UFRs (U ltra  Fast Rotators) adequately and d idn ’t  explain the mass-dependent 
ro ta tion  d is tr ib u tio n  found in  the Hyades.
Sheeley (1967) noted th a t the Ca I I  K  emission in  the solar chromosphere varies w ith  the 
sunspot cycle, by about 40%, a result la ter confirmed by W h ite  &  L iv ingston (1981). Sheeley
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(1967) identified th is  as being due to  a greater area o f the solar disc being covered in  floccu li 
(which have a greater in tensity o f Ca I I  K  emission than other parts o f the disc) and noted th a t 
i f  the Sun were observed from  a large enough distance so tha t i t  appeared to  be a po in t source, 
then an observer would sim ply notice th a t the Ca I I  K  emission were varying. He suggested th a t 
observing Ca I I  K  emission from  stars would indicate whether they had a noticeable a c tiv ity  
cycle. W ilson  (1968) noted tha t the change in  solar lum inosity  is less than 0.001 mag, so looking 
at lum inos ity  variations in  so lar-type stars would not be a practica l m ethod for investigating 
a c tiv ity  cycles.
W olff, Boesgaard &  Simon (1986) investigated F -typ e  stars, find ing  th a t chromospheric 
a c tiv ity  (measured by the He I  line) started at (B-V)%0.28, corresponding to  spectral type -^FO. 
They argued th a t the disappearance o f Ca I I  H and K  emission lines around type F4-5 (W ilson 
1966) is due to  a loss o f contrast between the emission and the photospheric background.
The M ount W ilson pro ject (W ilson 1978; Vaughan, Preston &  W ilson 1978) studied the 
Ca I I  H  and K  emission lines o f 91 main-sequence stars, ranging from  spectral types F5 to  M2. 
The M ount W ilson project led to  a catalogue o f 65263 observations o f 1296 stars (Duncan et al. 
1991).
The flu x  measurements at the Ca I I  H and K  emission wavelengths were taken in  1Â bands 
and calibrated w ith  two 25Â-w ide reference bands. The aim was to  see whether the chromo­
spheric a c tiv ity  o f main-sequence stars showed any tem poral variation, and i f  they d id , how 
they varied.
W ilson (1978) also noted short te rm  (~days) variation, and th a t the standard deviation 
o f these variations was proportiona l to  the to ta l Ca I I  H and K  emission. Th is  was confirmed 
by Vaughan et al. (1981).
Vaughan, Preston &  W ilson (1978) defined a f lu x  index, S, for each star by
where a  is a norm alising factor, N h  and N k  are the number o f counts (corrected for the sky 
background) in  the H -  and K -bands and N y  and N r  are the counts in  the two reference bands.
Vaughan &  Preston (1980) surveyed 486 m ain sequence fie ld stars, o f spectral types F 
th rough to  M , a ll w ith in  25pc o f the Sun, and p lo tted  log 5  against (B  — V ), and were able to
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classify the sample stars in to  4 groups:
- dMe stars,
- late K  and M  type stars (L 1 < (B -V )< 1 .6 ), nearly a ll showing strong Ca I I  emission,
- chromospherically very active F and G type stars,
- less active F and G type sta rs- the Sun would be in  th is  group (Vaughan 1980).
Vaughan &  Preston (1980) suggested tha t the gap between the th ird  and fo u rth  groups 
(the Vaughan-Preston gap) could be sim ply due to  sampling, or alternatively, i t  could be a sign 
th a t chromospheric ac tiv ity  declines suddenly at around lO^yr.
Vaughan (1980) investigated the Vaughan-Preston gap in  more deta il, using a new sample 
o f F and G m ain sequence stars (a lbe it w ith  some overlap w ith  the previous sample), and looked 
at the two branches o f the F and G type stars, using the variations in  the Ca I I  H  and K  emission 
lines observed by W ilson (1978). He noted tha t the stars on the lower branch had regular cycles, 
whereas those on the upper branch appeared to  vary in  emission chaotically.
Vaughan (1980) used the fact th a t chromospheric a c tiv ity  decreases as stars age (W ilson 
1963;W ilson &  Skumanich 1964;Skumanich 1972) to  suggest tha t the stars on the upper branch 
were younger than  those on the lower. B y comparison w ith  the Sun, he suggested th a t the 
varia tion  in  in tensity  o f the Ca I I  H  and K  emission lines for the lower branch stars were due to  
calcium  plages w hich were associated w ith  regions which were m agnetically active.
The convective turnover tim e, Tc can be calculated by
5.2 4- 53((B  -  V ) -  0.50) i f  0.5 < { B - V ) <  0.79 
20.5 i f  0.79 < { B - V ) <  1.4
(1.41)
(St§pieh 1989)
The Rossby number, Ro, is a dimensionless number given by
Noyes et al. (1984) found th a t, for the stars observed in  the M ount W ilson pro ject, the 
mean level o f Ca I I  H and K  emission was correlated w ith  Prot, the ro ta tion  period. They defined
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be the ra tio  o f the emission in  the cores o f the Ca I I H  and K  lines to  the to ta l bolom etric
emission, and investigated whether there was a re la tion between the mean value { R h r J and 
the observed ro ta tio n  period Fobs o f the star. They found tha t p lo ttin g  the data produced large 
scatter, bu t th is could be reduced by p lo ttin g  against where
However, p lo ttin g  { R r r J against Ro produced a relationship where R r r  increased for 
decreasing Ro, w ith  the rate o f change being larger fo r large values o f Ro. They suggested 
th is  could be due to  saturation o f the Ca I I  H and K  emission. Th is need not mean th a t 
the underly ing dynamo is being satura ted- Jardine &  Unruh (1999) showed th a t the observed 
satura tion  o f X -ra y  emission could be explained by the centrifugal s tripp ing  o f the corona w ith  
increasing ro ta tion  rate, as a star o f solar mass would have the corotation radius inside the 
corona i f  i t  ro ta ted faster than ~ 2 -3  days.
Surprisingly, Noyes et al. (1984) d id n ’t  find  any evidence for the Vaughan-Preston gap.
Schrijver et al. (1989) investigated whether there was a lin k  between the core emission 
o f the Ca I I  K  line and the photospheric magnetic fie ld for the Sun. Considering ( / ) -  the 
hemisphere-averaged fillin g  factor, and B -th e  mean magnetic field in  flu x  tubes, they showed 
th a t
F x  oc ,
which, using equation 1.33 gives
oc (/B)»-S2±0.14 ^
They noticed th a t th is  on ly held for ( /B )  <  300G, and above tha t A F r k  saturates. They 
also found th a t i f  Ic is the Ca I I  K  line core intensity, and !«, the Ca I I  K  w ing intensity, then
A F h k  (X (1.43)J-tU
They found tha t the m in im um  F r r  on the Sun- in  regions o f near-zero flu x  dens ity - 
was s im ila r to  the lowest values o f F r k  found in  the M ount W ilson survey. The suggested th a t 
th is  meant th a t the stars w ith  the lowest values o f F r k  had small magnetic fields, hence were 
inactive. They found th a t for so lar-type dwarfs, A F r k  saturates for ( /B )  ~  300G.
Herbig (1985) studied m ain sequence stars o f spectral types F8-G 3, and found th a t F r r  oc 
^-o.40±o.i2^ where t  is the tim e on the M a in  Sequence.
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1.5.3 L ith iu m  abundance and age fo r s o la r-ty p e  stars
Shima &  Honda (1963) analysed chondrite meteorites, and determined [AT(Li)]/[iV (S i)] to  be 
36x10” ®, and Mutschlecner (1963) determ ined [V (L i) ] / [V (S i) ]  in  the solar atmosphere to  be 
1.1x10” ®. Herbig (1965) assumed tha t the replenishment o f L ith iu m  was negligible, and modelled 
the change in  L ith iu m  abundance as an exponential decay:
L ( t )  =  L (0 )e -A . (1.44)
Assuming th a t L { t)  is the L ith iu m  abundance at tim e t, L {0 ) was the L ith iu m  abundance 
in  the chondrite meteorites (which can be assumed to  date from  the fo rm ation o f the Solar 
System), t  =4.7x10® years is the age o f the Solar System, and rearranging equation 1.44 as
gives
tc =  1.32x10® years.
Greenstein &  Richardson (1951) suggested th a t convection would deplete the L ith iu m  
abundance in  the solar atmosphere.
Herbig (1965) noted tha t T  Tauri stars were L ith iu m -r ic h  compared to  other dwarfs.
W allerstein, Herbig &  Conti (1965) studied the L ith iu m  abundances for stars in  the 
Hyades, investigating [N {L i I) ]/[ iV (C a  I)]. They noticed tha t main-sequence Hyades stars had 
a higher L ith iu m  abundance than the Sun had, and th a t there was a decrease in  L ith iu m  abun­
dance for stars la ter than  (B -V ) c:;: 0.61 (corresponding to spectral type G IV ). They suggested 
th is  could be because stars o f la ter spectral type have deeper convective zones.
Skumanich (1972) suggested tha t L ith iu m  abundance decayed as F” â.
Duncan (1981) investigated whether there was any lin k  between Ca I I  K  emission and 
L ith iu m  abundance. He was able to  subdivide his sample o f F5-G 5 dwarfs and subgiants in to  
three groups:
- Group A. These had strong Ca I I  K  emission and high L ith iu m  abundance.
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Figure 1.2: The solar d ifferentia l ro ta tion  from  C arrington (1859)
- Group B. These had weak Ca I I  K  emission and low L ith iu m  abundance.
- Group C. These had weak Ca I I  K  emission and high L ith iu m  abundance.
He suggested th a t fo r Group C stars, the m ethod for L ith iu m  depletion was inefficient.
One problem  w ith  measuring L ith iu m  abundance, which was noticed by G iampapa (1984) 
is th a t chromospheric a c tiv ity  can alter the observed equivalent w id th  o f the 6707Â L ith ium  line, 
which affects the measurement o f L ith iu m  abundance.
1.6 Differential rotation
From  his solar observations, C arrington (1858) noted tha t spots at d ifferent la titudes took 
different lengths o f tim e to  go round the Sun.
C arring ton  (1859) assumed a solar ro ta tion  period o f 25.380 days, and measured the d r if t  
in  longitude o f features (in  arcminutes per days) at 6 latitudes. From his results, the best f i t  is
d =  8.43607 -  138.240 sin^ A, (1.45)
where d is the d r if t  (in  arcminutes per days) and A is the latitude.
Th is  is p lo tted  in  figure 1.2.
Baliunas et al. (1985) suggested th a t for 4 o f the stars (table 1.1) in  the M ount W ilson 
pro ject (W ilson 1978) the variations in  the periods in  different observing seasons could be caused 
by d iffe rentia l ro ta tion .
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star m v spectral type
HD 101501 5.33 G8V
HD 114710 4.26 GOV
HD 190406 5.80 G IV
HD 206860 5.94 GOV
Table 1.1: Th is  table lists the stars suspected o f d ifferentia l ro ta tion  by Baliunas et al. (1985). 
The values o f m y  are from  H irshfie ld &  S innott (1982). The spectral types are from  Baliunas 
et al. (1985) and agree w ith  those given by H irshfie ld &  S innott (1982). H D  101501 is 61 Ursae 
M ajoris , HD  114710 is (3 Comae Berenices and HD 190406 is 15 Sagittae.
Donahue, Saar &  Baliunas (1996) pointed out th a t the mean ro ta tion  period as measured 
by starspots would decrease in  period over an a c tiv ity  cycle if, like the solar case (M aunder 1913) 
the peak d is tr ib u tio n  o f spots moves equatorwards as the cycle progresses. Busso, S ca ltr iti &  
Cellino (1985) observed d ifferentia l ro ta tion  in  3 RS Canum Venaticorum  systems, viz, SS 
Bootis, SV Camelopardalis and V V  Monocerotis.
D onati &  Collier Cameron (1997) found a relationship between surface ro ta tion  rate and 
la titu de  fo r A B  Doradûs by tracking ind iv idu a l starspots.
1.7 Dynamo
Having described the various phenomena in  the previous sections, we need to  ask whether there 
is a way o f un ify ing  a ll o f these in to  one theory. In  particu lar, is there any connection between 
the cycle period Pcyc o f the magnetic activ ity , the ro ta tion  rate Prot &nd the convective turnover 
tim e Tc?
Vaughan et al. (1981) argued th a t long (^^^10-12 year) ac tiv ity  cycles in  la te -type  m ain 
sequence stars were found among those w ith  Prot ~  20 days, and th a t the period o f these cycles 
were uncorrelated w ith  the equatoria l ro ta tiona l velocity.
Noyes, Weiss &; Vaughan (1984) investigated s low ly-ro ta ting  stars (w ith  Prot o f the order
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o f 1-2 months) below the Vaughan-Preston gap w ith  spectral types G 2 to  K 7  and found th a t
Paye oc
Brandenburg, Saar &  T u rp in  (1998) and Saar &  Brandenburg (1999) looked at re la ting  
Pcyc to  more ste llar properties. Brandenburg, Saar &  Tu rp in  (1998) argued th a t the ra tio  
Prot/Pcyc varied as i~o .35 an age o f about 2-3x10^ years, w ith  older stars fo llow ing a
sim ila r re lationship bu t w ith  the ra tio  Prot/Pcyc about 6 times greater than for younger stars.
1.8 AB Doradûs
A B  Doradûs (also known as HD 36705 and SAG 249286) is a KG dwarf, o rig ina lly  discovered 
as a b righ t X -ra y  source by Palcull (1981) and subsequently observed by ROSAT (K iirs te r et al. 
1997), EUVE (Mewe et al. 1996), BeppoSAX (Maggio et al. 2000) and XM M -N ew ton  (Güdel 
et al. 2001). Slee et al. (1986) observed 2 radio flares from  it, each lasting about 3 days. I t  also 
is known to  have Ca I I  H and K  emission (B idelm an &  MacConnell 1973).
Its  photom etric variab ility , o f 0.09 in  the V -b an d  (Innis et al. 1985) is believed to  
be due to starspots (Anders 1990, Inn is et al. 1988) and this, combined w ith  its  brightness 
( y  c:: 7.0) and rap id  ro ta tion  (P=0^514) have made it  an a ttractive  candidate for Doppler 
im aging (K iirs te r, Schm itt &  Cutispoto 1994, C ollier Cameron &  U nruh  1994, C ollier Cameron 
1995, U nruh, C ollier Cameron &  C utispoto 1995).
According to  H IPPARCO S data i t  is 14.944:0.12 pc away and i t  is ~ 2 -3 x l0 ^ y r  old (Col­
lie r Cameron &  Poing 1997). From observations o f the L ith iu m  line at 6708Â, R ucinski (1982) 
commented th a t the high L ith iu m  abundance im plied tha t i t  was a young star, and he suggested 
th a t i t  was a p o s t-T  Tauri star. V ilhu , Gustafsson &  Edvardsson (1987) said th a t the L ith iu m  
abundance is equal to  the p rim ord ia l value o f lo g n (L i)~  3, (where lo g n (H )=  11.95) (Duncan 
1981). Using extrem e-U V  observations, Mewe et al. (1996) showed th a t Iron , Oxygen, Mag­
nesium, Silicon and Sulphur were a ll less abundant in  A B  Doradûs than  in  the Sun. Prom its 
galactic space velocity Innis, Thompson &  Coates (1986) inferred th a t i t  was pa rt o f the Pleiades 
Group (Local Association).
I t  is assumed to  be inclined at an angle o f 60°(Kürster, Schm itt &  C utispoto  1994).
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Figure 1.3: Th is diagram shows the observed radia l (le ft) and azim uthal (righ t) fields for 1995. 
I t  is o f interest for a variety o f reasons:
1. The most im portan t, for the purposes o f th is thesis, is tha t Zeeman Doppler images have 
been obtained for 3 consecutive years
(a) 11-13 Dec 1995 (Donati &  Collier Cameron 1997)
(b) 23,25 and 29 Dec 1996 (D onati et al. 1999)
(c) 10-15 Jan 1998
which reveal tha t the rad ia l field has at least 12 regions o f opposite polarities at in te r­
mediate to  high la titude , which are approxim ately regularly spaced in  longitude together 
w ith  a un id irectional ring  o f azim uthal field at 70-80° ind icating an underly ing large-scale 
to ro ida l fie ld (D onati et al. 1999). The observed radia l and azim uthal fields for 1995 are 
given in  figure 1.3, those for 1996 in  figure 2.6 and those for 1998 in  figure 1.4.
2. I t  has X -ra y  and radio emission (Collier Cameron &  Robinson 1989a, V ilh u  et al. 1993) 
inc lud ing X -ra y  flares (Collier Cameron et al. 1988, V ilhu  et al. 1993, Schm itt, Cutispoto 
&  K ra u tte r 1998). These flares have a mass o f ~  lO^^p and were observed about once 
per ro ta tion  period, and can be fitte d  either by therm al B rem strahlung emission w ith  
k T  =  4.35 KeV, or by a power-law spectrum w ith  7  G (2.3, 2.6) (V ilh u  et al. 1993). L im  
et al. (1992) observed the radio emission to  be ro ta tiona lly  modulated, and suggested this 
could be due to  active starpsot regions. There is indirect evidence from  radio observations 
at 3,6,13 and 20 cm th a t the radio emission is h igh ly directive and suggests synchrotron 
rad ia tion  (L im  et al. 1994).
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Figure 1.4: Th is diagram shows the observed rad ia l (le ft) and azim uthal (righ t) fields for 1998.
3. I t  has circurnstellar prominences which can be observed as absorption transients in  o p ti­
cally th ick  low -excita tion  lines e.g. H Balmer, C a ll and M g ll when the prominences cross 
the line -o f-s igh t (C ollier Cameron &  Robinson 1989a,Collier Cameron &  Robinson 1989b. 
These prominences are trapped by the stellar magnetic field at, or beyond, the po in t o f 
centrifugal balance, w ith  Donati et al. (1999) showing there were about 16 prominence 
structures w ith  lifetimes o f less than 4 ro ta tion  periods, concentrated around 4R*. Jardine 
et al. (1998) reported prominences ly ing  between 3.1 and 4.3R*. The ir presence demon­
strates th a t the corona is h igh ly structured even as far out as 3-5R* (Jardine &  Ferreira 
1996).
4. Despite the rap id  ro ta tion , the d iff’erential ro ta tion  has been measured using these Zeeman 
Doppler images to be close to  solar (D onati Sz C ollier Cameron 1997), w ith  the equator 
lapping the poles in  ~ 110‘^  {cf. 120*^ in  the solar case).
1.9 Aims
In  th is  thesis I  intend to
- To investigate whether there is a lin k  between the d ifferentia l ro ta tion  and the high la titude  
band o f un id irectiona l azim uthal field.
- To investigate the effect o f diffusion and differentia l ro ta tion  on the evolution o f A B  Do- 
radfis ’s magnetic field. In  particu la r, we want to determine the life tim e o f surface magnetic
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features based solely on these two processes. Barnes et al. (1998) have shown th a t the 
spot d is tr ib u tio n  o f the s im ilar young rap id  ro ta to r He699 becomes uncorrelated after 30 
days. Is th is  timescale consistent w ith  the effects o f diffusion and d iffe rentia l rotation?
To investigate the coronal topology o f the field, and where stable prominences can exist. 
Do these points relate to  places where prominences are known to  exist, or is m odelling the 
coronal fie ld  as a po tentia l fie ld  from  the observations insufficient?
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CHAPTER 2
The surface magnetic field of AB Doradûs
The work is th is  chapter w ill be appearing in  M on th ly  Notices o f the Royal Astronom ica l Society, 
“The M agnetic F ie ld  o f A B  Doradûs” by G. R. Pointer, M . Jardine, A. C o llie r Cameron and 
J.-F, Donati.
2.1 The Nature of the Magnetic Field
The Zeeman Doppler images provide, in  principle, three vector components o f the magnetic 
fie ld  at the ste llar surface. From these we can determine how accurately the observed fie ld  
can be approxim ated by a po ten tia l (i.e. current-free) field. For a force-free fie ld, where the 
magnetic fie ld  dominates force balance, the current j  flows along magnetic fie ld  lines and so, 
since =  V x B ,  we have
V x B  =  a B  (2.1)
where a  =  0 gives a po ten tia l field. In  spherical co-ordinates (r,^,<^) we can take the rad ia l 
component o f 2.1 and w rite  a  as
1 r f) (2.2)R ^B r s in ^
where R* is the ste llar diameter. Th is  allows us to calculate a  across the surface from  the 
actual observations. The other components o f 2.1 are not suitable for determ ining a  from  
the observations as they involve derivatives in  the rad ia l direction. Because o f the lack o f 
observational data over much o f the south po lar region, we decided to  res tric t our analysis to  
the northern  hemisphere o f A B  Doradûs, where we define the northern pole to  be th a t facing 
towards us.
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I f  we assume tha t the fie ld is potentia l, then we can w rite  B  in  terms o f a potentia l 
function  i/i, w ith
B  =  —V-0,
which in  spherical co-ordinates gives
B r = dij)
and
I  d-ij) 
-  —r m
O _____
^ r  sin 0 d(j) ’
where ^  satisfies Laplace’s equation =  0 which can be expressed as 
A  separable solution for ij) can be found
N  I
1 771-— — I
where Pim are the associated Legendre functions and
=  a im V ^  4-
We chose to  truncate the series at iV =  63, corresponding to  the m axim um  resolution o f the 
reconstructed fie ld  images. We clearly need two boundary conditions to  determ ine ip. We chose 
to  specify as one boundary condition th a t at some distance from  the star (the source surface, 
fg % 5.171*), the fie ld is rad ia l and so
Bg(rg) =  B ^(rg ) =  0 (2.4)
(Schatten, W ilcox &  Ness 1969). Th is  m im ics the ste llar w ind.
Since most stellar prominences form  at around the corotation radius {2.7R^), we know 
th a t a significant fraction  o f the fie ld is closed at th a t radius. For th is  reason and for consistency 
w ith  Jardine et al. (1999) we choose =  5.1J7*.
We then have
~  0,
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equivalent to
As a second boundary condition we impose the rad ia l fie ld  at the surface to  be the observed 
rad ia l field. We can then express the magnetic fie ld  in  terms o f the two-dimensional Fourier 
coefficients Bim^ where
B im { R * ) ~ ‘^ '^ f  Sin0d0Jo
so
- 1 - 2
The function  Bm{0) is derived from  a fast Fourier transform  performed la titude -by-la titude  
on the observed rad ia l fie ld B r{R i,,9 , <f>)
Once the fie ld is evolved due to  d iffusion and differentia l ro ta tion , i t  is not necessarily po­
ten tia l, a lthough i t  can s t i l l  be expressed as a sum o f spherical harmonics. The fie ld components 
are then expressed in  terms o f the functions
N  I
(=1 m =—l 
N  I
1 m——l
and
where
J smi
is the rad ia l component o f the current and
A  — sm(
is the 2-dimensional divergence.
2.2 Evolving the field using the induction equation
From  three o f M axw ell’s equations
V x B  =  /xj,
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V .B  =  0,
and O hm ’s Law
j  =  a (E  +  v x B ) ,  
where a  is the conductiv ity  we get the induction  equation
dB _ V x ( v x B ) - V x E %  (2.5)
where E ' is given by
K r  sm( d9 d(j)
, ^  7] dB r
 ^ rs m 9  d(j) ’
, _  r ]d B r
w ith  r \= \fix G  the magnetic d iffu s iv ity  (van Ballegooijen, Cartledge &  Priest 1998). Th is assumes 
th a t there is no rad ia l transport o f the magnetic field, and tha t the m erid ional flow is poleward 
and the same as the solar value given by
i f  W < ^ 0  (2 .6)
I 0 otherwise
where A =  |  — 0 is the la titude , Ag gives the la titude  above which the m erid ional flow is zero, 
Ao =  75° and uq ~  11m s“  ^ which is close to  the predicted value (K itcha tinov  &  Rudiger 
1999). The values o f Bim iA im  and Jim are evolved using the induction  equation according to  
the m erid ional flow, the observed differentia l ro ta tion  and using various values o f the magnetic 
diffusion, ranging from  250 to  550 km^s“  ^ {cf. the solar value o f 450 km^s~^).
The d ifferentia l ro ta tion  is o f the form
n (^ )  =  12.2434 -  0.0564cos^ ^  rad d (2.7)
where Q, is the ro ta tio n  rate (D onati &  C ollier Cameron 1997). We have assumed th a t 77 is
un ifo rm  across the surface, although there is evidence th a t th is may not be the case for the Sun
(Berger et al. 1998).
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2.3 Calculating the evolved field
The th ird  stage is to  take the evolved coefficients and Jim and the associated Legen­
dre functions Pim and calculate the three components o f the magnetic field- B r  (radia l), 
(azim uthal) and B q (m eridional)- from  them. These w ill be given by
N  I
B r { r , e , ^ ) = J 2  E
l~ l m=—l
(=1 m=—l sin I
i^m4>
B yr,e ,4 > )  =  ^  h
l—\ m——l
where
, . im Pim  J dPim ~ A im {r )— :—% Jits in ^  dô
/(/ + 1)
2.4 ZDI and calculating a
One problem  w ith  Zeeman Doppler imaging from  c ircu la rly  polarised data is th a t i t  is not very 
sensitive to  low la titud e  m erid ional fie ld features (D onati &  Brown 1997). In  order to determ ine 
a  however, we need to  know how the m erid ional fie ld  B q varies w ith  azim uth. O ur solution to  
th is  was to  calculate the poten tia l fie ld from  the B r  component (see next section) and to  use 
the calculated value o f Bg from  tha t, bu t to  s t il l use the observed B r  and components. We 
have also investigated the a lternative approach, which is to  calculate a  assuming Bg =  0. The 
d is tribu tions o f a  values are qua lita tive ly  unchanged although the numerical values o f a  are 
different.
We calculated the d is tr ib u tio n  o f a  from  the observations. For each data set we con­
structed histograms o f the values o f a. In  F ig  2.1, the solid line represents a  calculated assuming 
th a t Bg =  0 and the dotted line represents a  calculated on the assumption th a t Bg is given by 
the po ten tia l approxim ation. We have only p lo tted  —20 <  a  <  20. Th is shows th a t, w ith  e ither 
assumption about Bg the d is tribu tions o f a  determ ined from  the observations are sym m etric 
and centred on zero. I f  the stellar magnetic fie ld were potentia l we would expect a  to  be zero 
everywhere, bu t
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Figure 2.1: The frequency d is tr ib u tio n  o f values o f a  between -20 and 20 for the observed fields 
fo r 1995 (top le ft), 23/25 Dec 1996 (top rig h t), 29 Dec 1996 (bottom  le ft) and 1998 (bo ttom  
righ t), a  is calculated for la titudes between the equator and 80°north. The solid line is for the 
case where we assumed B q — and the dotted line for the case where we assumed Be was given 
by the po ten tia l approxim ation, a  is in  un its  o f 10~^m ~^ The binsize in  these un its  is
- we do not have in fin ite  resolution in  the observations- for example, the 1996 observations 
have a spatia l resolution o f about 2? 9 at the equator (Donati et al. 1999),
- we do not have in fin ite  resolution in  the calculations since the values are calculated on a 
num erical grid  and
- we have to  truncate the Fourier series used in  calculating the components o f the fie ld (see 
next section).
We can see th a t when new fiux  is created, there is no overall preference fo r the sign o f a.
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Figure 2.2: The frequency d is tribu tio n  o f values o f a  between -20 and 20 for the observed fields 
for 1995 (top le ft), 23/25 Dec 1996 (top righ t), 29 Dec 1996 (bo ttom  le ft) and 1998 (bo ttom  
rig h t), a  is calculated fo r la titudes between the equator and 60°north. The solid line is for the 
case where we assumed B q — 0 and the dotted line fo r the case where we assumed Eg was given 
by the po ten tia l approxim ation. The un its  and binsize are the same as in  figure 2.1.
2.5 Temporal evolution of the magnetic field
Having satisfied ourselves tha t the use o f a po tentia l fie ld is reasonable as a s ta rting  po in t for 
s tudying the magnetic fie ld o f AB  Doradûs, we may proceed to study how th a t fie ld would evolve 
subject to  the observed differentia l ro ta tion , the m eridional flow and the effects o f diffusion.
We are using a code orig ina lly  developed by van Ballegooijen, Cartledge &  Priest (1998) 
to  study the form ation  o f filam ent channels on the Sun. I t  can also be used to  study the fie ld  
o f A B  Doradûs because we have high-resolution magnetic maps (2?9 at the equator) and the 
d ifferentia l ro ta tio n  is s im ila r to  the solar value. The code takes the observed surface rad ia l 
component o f the fie ld  and calculates a po ten tia l fie ld  from  this, and then evolves the calculated 
magnetic fie ld due to  the effects o f d ifferentia l ro ta tion  and diffusion.
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Figure 2.3: Cross-correlation o f calculated rad ia l fie ld  w ith  the observed rad ia l fie ld  fo r 1995, 
la titud e  30°(le ft) and 60°(righ t). The solid line represents r} — 250km^s~^, the dotted line 
T) =  350km^s“ ^, the dashed line r] =  450km^s"^ and the dot-dash line r] =  550km^s” ^. We 
should not expect a cross-correlation o f exactly 1 at day 0 since we are corre lating an observed 
fie ld w ith  a calculated one.
2.6 Cross-correlation of the observed and calculated radial fields
We took the observed fie ld  for the 1995 and 1998 observations and evolved i t  over 30 days 
according to  the induction  equation 2.5. Th is allowed us to  study the va ria tion  w ith  tim e o f 
the cross-correlation o f the rad ia l component observed on the firs t n ight w ith  th a t calculated 
for subsequent nights (F ig 2.3). We chose two latitudes: 30 and 60°north. The results for 1998 
are qua lita tive ly  sim ilar. In  a ll cases, the cross-correlation function  decays by approxim ate ly 
10% over 30 days. A lthough choosing a higher value for the d iffus iv ity  does cause a more rap id  
decay o f the fie ld and hence a faster decay o f the cross-correlation function, i t  is s t i l l  not enough 
to  expla in the complete lack o f correlation found by Barnes et al. (1998) fo r He699, a young 
G -dw arf in  the a  Persei cluster. I t  appears th a t for A B  Doradûs, i f  d iffusion and d ifferentia l 
ro ta tio n  were the on ly processes causing the fie ld  to  evolve, tha t even after one m onth there 
should s t i l l  be a good correlation.
2.7 Magnetic energy
We also looked at how the magnetic energy in  the fie ld  at the surface evolved, calculating the 
ra tio  o f magnetic energy in  the evolved case to  the orig inal.
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Figure 2.4: T h is  shows how the magnetic energy varies as the fie ld evolves fo r 1998. The le ft 
hand diagram  is for the case when ?^=250km^s~^, w ith  differentia l ro ta tio n  (solid line) and 
w ith o u t (dotted line), and the righ t hand diagram compares the case where there is no diffusion, 
i.e. T] — 0 (solid line) and where 77=250km^s~^ (dotted line)
A magnetic fie ld has energy j2 \ i  per u n it volume, so the to ta l energy is
W =  / — dV
Jvolume
F ig  2.4 shows th is  fo r the 1998 field. We see th a t w ith  no diffusion the magnetic energy increases, 
whereas w ith  diffusion the magnetic energy decreases.
2.8 Evolution of a
A nother question is how the d is trib u tio n  o f a  should vary w ith  tim e. For th is  we examined the 
1995 data, tak ing  the observed rad ia l fie ld and evolving i t  for 5,10,20 and 30 days. Exam in ing 
the case where 7;=450km^s~^, we found th a t the peak o f the frequency o f values o f a  slowly 
shifted to  the positive values while also decreasing in  strength so th a t a fter being evolved for 
30 days there was no discernable peak (F ig  2.5). We found qua lita tive ly  s im ila r results fo r the 
other d iffusion values considered.
Once again, our simple evolution o f the fie ld has produced a result th a t is in  conflict 
w ith  the observational evidence. As shown in  F ig  2 .1, the d is tribu tion  o f a-values is observed 
to  be sym m etric about zero. From our model, however, the shearing effect o f the d ifferentia l 
ro ta tio n  should produce a d is tribu tio n  o f a-values tha t is predom inately positive. Th is conflict 
can be resolved, however, i f  we allow new flu x  to  emerge through the surface and change the
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Figure 2.5: The frequency d is tr ib u tio n  o f a  between -2 and 2 for the evolved 1995 data w ith  
?7=450km^s“ .^ The solid line represents day 5, the dotted line day 10, the dashed line day 20 
and the dot-dash line day 30. Here the binsize is 0.01. a  is in  units o f 10“ ®m~^.
fie ld d is tr ib u tio n  on a more rap id  timescale than differentia l ro ta tion  or diffusion can act.
2.9 Evolution on a shorter timescale: comparison with observations
For 1996 we had two sets o f magnetic maps, separated by 5 nights, and because o f th is  our 
analysis was s ligh tly  different from  th a t for the 1995 and 1998 data sets.
We have evolved the 23/25 Dec 1996 fie ld  using various values o f the d iffusion coefficient 
and compared th a t w ith  the observed rad ia l fie ld fo r 29 Dec 1996. Using these, we were able 
to cross-correlate the calculated rad ia l fie ld for various values o f the d iffusion coefficient w ith  
the observed rad ia l fie ld for 29 Dec (F ig  2.7). We also considered the case where there was no 
d iffe rentia l ro ta tion , enabling us to  study the effect o f d ifferentia l ro ta tion  on the evolution o f 
the fie ld  (F ig 2.8).
We ensured th a t the cross-correlation only involved those longitudes th a t were observed, 
viz. 18-180° (Jardine et al. 1999), and la titudes between 0 and 80° N orth . For each la titude , 
the cross-correlation was performed for various shifts in  longitude, and the m axim um  value for 
each la titude  calculated.
From these we see th a t a ltering the value o f the diffusion and removing the d ifferentia l 
ro ta tion  have li t t le  effect on the cross-correlation over 5 nights. We would need observations 
over a longer timescale, say a m onth, to  be able to  look for meaningful results. Because o f th is.
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Figure 2.6: Th is  diagram shows the azim uthal and rad ia l components o f the fie ld in  1996. The 
top row gives the observed rad ia l (le ft) and azim uthal (right) fields for 23/25 Dec. The m iddle 
row gives the observed rad ia l (le ft) and azim uthal (righ t) fields for 29 Dec. The bo ttom  row gives 
the calculated rad ia l (le ft) and azim uthal (righ t) fields for 29 Dec, assuming th a t r7=450km^s~^
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Figure 2.7: The peak am plitude o f the cross-correlation function between the observed and 
calculated rad ia l (le ft) and azim uthal (righ t) fields for la titudes between 0 and 80°no rth  fo r 29 
Dec 1996. The solid line represents t) =  250km^s“ ^, the dotted line 77 =  350km^s” ^, the dashed 
line 7} =  450km^s“  ^ and the dot-dash line 7? =  550km^s“ ^
we decided only to  include the fields calculated w ith  the observed differentia l ro ta tio n  and w ith  
77=450km^s“ ^. The others are sim ilar.
F igure 2.6 shows the observed rad ia l and azim uthal fields for 23/25 Dec (top), the observed 
fields for 29 Dec (m iddle) and the calculated fields for 29 Dec (bottom ), calculated on the 
assumption th a t 77=450km^s~^.
2.10 The effect of the differential rotation
Jardine et al. (1999) demonstrated th a t the h igh-la titude  azim uthal band o f fie ld  was not 
reproduced by m odelling the fie ld  as a po ten tia l one. The question we addressed was whether 
the d iffe rentia l ro ta tion  could produce th is  band.
To investigate th is  we took the 1998 field, evolving i t  for 5 days, and comparing the mean 
value o f B(j, la titude  by la titude. We decided to, at the same tim e, investigate the effect o f 
im posing a un ifo rm  polar cap on the observed rad ia l field.
From D oppler imaging o f the RS Canum Venatorium  type variable, H R  1099, Vogt &  
Penrod (1983) suggested th a t i t  had a po lar spot.
We decided tha t the cap would extend down to  80° . The values tested for the cap were
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Figure 2.8: The peak am plitude o f the cross-correlation function between the observed and 
calculated rad ia l (left) and azim uthal (righ t) fields for la titudes between 0 and 80°no rth  for 29 
Dec 1996 w ith  rj — 450km^s"^. The solid line is w ith  the d ifferentia l ro ta tion , and the dotted 
line is w ith o u t the d ifferentia l ro ta tion
OG, ± 10000  and ±40000  ( c / a  po lar fie ld strength o f ~ l - 2 0  for the sun (Babcock &  Babcock 
1955)).
We see th a t a h igh-la titude  azim uthal band o f negative po la rity  is produced when we use 
the observed d ifferentia l ro ta tion , and a h igh-la titude  band o f positive p o la rity  is produced by 
using the reverse d ifferentia l ro ta tion . Th is  indicates tha t the observed d iffe rentia l ro ta tio n  is 
capable o f producing a h igh-la titude  negative azim uthal band.
The position  o f th is peak in  the observed fie ld is remarkably s im ila r for the different data 
sets. However, the mean values o f for the unevolved potentia l fields are much smaller. As 
F ig  2.6 shows for the 1996 data, the po tentia l case does produce plenty o f s tructure in  the 
d is tr ib u tio n  o f B<f, at high latitudes. These two facts can be reconciled since the positive and 
negative values o f at h igh la titude  in  the potentia l case almost cancel each other out.
We see from  F ig 2.10 th a t when the 1998 observations were evolved for 5 nights the mean 
values o f were negative for each northen la titude . We trie d  various values o f the po lar cap 
and, as F ig  2.9 shows, we needed a negative polar cap for the mean o f to  be negative at h igh 
northern  latitudes.
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Figure 2.9: Th is  shows the calculated values o f the mean o f la titude-by-la titude , from  the
1998 data, evolved fo r 5 nights w ith  r) =  250km^s"^ and w ith  different values o f the po lar cap. 
The solid line is the case where the po lar cap is set to  OG, the dotted line where i t  is set to  
+1000G, the dashed line where i t  is set to  -lOOOG, the dash-dot line where i t  is set to  +4000G 
and the long-dashed line where i t  is set to  -4000G
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Figure 2.10: Th is  shows the mean values o f la titude-by-la titude  for the observed fie ld  for 
1995 (solid line), 1996 Dec 23/25 (dotted line) and 1998 (dashed line)
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2.11 Conclusion
We have modelled the evolution o f the magnetic fie ld  o f AB  Doradûs due to  the effects o f 
d iffe rentia l ro ta tion  and diffusion. We use as a s ta rting  po in t the Zeeman Doppler images 
obtained on three consecutive years and assume th a t the fie ld is in it ia lly  po tentia l, bu t evolves 
away from  th is  state as a function  o f tim e. Th is evolution is characterised by a d r if t  in  the 
d is tr ib u tio n  o f the values o f a  (where for a force-free fie ld V x B  =  crB). We have shown th a t 
the d is tr ib u tio n  o f a-values calculated from  the observed surface magnetic maps is sym m etric 
and centred on zero, as is the case for the d is tribu tion  obtained for our (model) po ten tia l field.
I t  takes some 20 to  30 days fo r the d is trib u tio n  o f a-values from  our evolved magnetic 
fields to  depart significantly from  th a t for a potentia l field. Over th is  timescale we have deter­
mined, as a function  o f tim e, the cross-correlation o f our model rad ia l magnetic fie ld w ith  the 
observed rad ia l component on the firs t n ight. We find  th a t over one month, the cross-correlation 
function  decays by about 10%. Observations o f He699 by Barnes et al. (1998) show however 
th a t cross-correlating the observed spot d is tribu tions over th is timescale gives much more rap id  
decrease o f the cross-correlation function. B o th  th is  result and the fact th a t the evolution o f the 
d is tr ib u tio n  o f a-values for our model magnetic fields is quite different to  th a t observed suggest 
tha t the evolution o f A B  Doradûs’s surface magnetic fie ld is not governed solely by d iffusion and 
d iffe rentia l ro ta tion . We conclude th a t these results are more like ly to  be due to  the effects o f 
flu x  emergence changing the spot d is trib u tion  than the effects o f diffusion or d iffe rentia l ro ta tion .
Th is  result is independent o f the assumed degree o f fie ld diffusion. We have compared the 
effects o f values o f r] ranging from  250 to  450 km^s~^ and found the results to  be qua lita tive ly  
the same. The presence o f some diffusion is o f course necessary (and we have confirmed th a t the 
magnetic energy grows m onotonically w ith  tim e in  the absence o f d iffus ion). The exact value o f 
77 seems however to  have li t t le  effect.
Since diffusion has lit t le  effect on the flu x  d is tribu tion , the differentia l ro ta tion  acts s im ply 
to  advect the field. Consequently, although at each la titude  the peak o f the cross-correlation 
function  may be at a different longitude D onati &  C ollier Cameron (1997), its  actual value is 
v ir tu a lly  unchanged by the effects o f d ifferentia l ro ta tion .
We have also compared the rad ia l and azim uthal magnetic fields generated by our model
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over 5 nights w ith  those obtained from  Zeeman Doppler images on 23/25 Dec and 29 Dec 1996 
and found the agreement to  be excellent. The evolution o f the azim uthal fie ld  is o f pa rticu la r 
interest because the presence o f the band o f h igh la titude  un id irectional azim uthal fie ld in  the 
observed maps.
B y  studying the position o f the fie ld lines o rig inating  in  the north  po la r cap, we found 
th a t these lines m a in ly  end at h igh northern latitudes. The direction o f these fie ld  lines depends 
strongly upon the d is tribu tion  o f rad ia l fie ld at m id  to  high latitudes. Changing the strength o f 
the po lar cap has li t t le  effect on fie ld lines at low la titude . Th is corresponds to  our result th a t
varies l i t t le  at low la titude  as the strength o f the cap is altered (as seen in  F ig  2.9).
We have investigated whether the shearing effect o f the differentia l ro ta tion  is sufficient 
to  generate this band o f field. The strength o f th is  band depends upon the strength and sign 
o f the rad ia l fie ld  in  the po lar cap. A  negative cap creates a stronger high la titu de  band than a 
positive cap does.
W hile  we cannot reproduce a h igh la titude  azim uthal band o f the same strength as is 
observed, our results suggest th a t the differentia l ro ta tion  plays a m a jor pa rt in  the creation 
and preservation o f the high la titude  azim uthal band.
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C H A P T E R  3
Prominences
3.1 Introduction
Robinson &  Collier Cameron (1986) observed four H a  transient features in  the spectrum  o f A B  
Doradûs in  December 1984, and - from  the rap id  d r if t  rates- suggested they could be caused 
by large clouds o f absorbing m aterial, which would be high above the surface (the mean value 
was 2.5 R* and about 1.25 R* above the equatoria l plane) and co-rotating w ith  the star. They 
suggested one o f the features was as fa r as 4 R* above the surface.
They argued th a t i f  th is  was the case, these are being forced to co-ro ta te  by an ambient 
magnetic fie ld, showing tha t magnetic fields exist h igh in  the corona.
A ny m odel o f s ta b ility  would have to  explain how prominences can be stable at large 
distances from  the star and high above the equatoria l plane.
Collier Cameron &  Robinson (1989a) investigated the H a  spectra o f A B  Doradûs from  
observations taken in  December 1984 and January 1986, find ing li t t le  evidence for the deep 
H a  absorption features expected from  early K  dwarfs. The profile was fille d  to  nearly the 
continuum  level, which they suggested was due to chromospheric emission from  plage-like a c tiv ity  
widespread on the ste llar surface.
They found the absorption features to  be narrow, w ith  a F W H M  ranging between 1.0 and
2.9 Â.
They studied the evolution o f the rad ia l velocity (RV) o f the absorption features, noticing:
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1. The RV d rifts  approxim ate ly linearly  blue ward to  red ward,
2. A t the bluest RV, the equivalent w id th  (EW ) is sm all and rap id ly  increasing,
3. as the RV moves redward, the blue w ing remains stationary, w ith  the red w ing moving to  
redder wavelengths and the profile deepening,
4. eventually, the E W  stops increasing, and the blue and red wings d r if t  redward at the same 
rate,
5. the red w ing remains stationary, w ith  the E W  decreasing and the blue w ing d r ift in g  
redward.
They argued th a t the small F W H M  o f the H a  absorption features and the d r if t  from  blue 
to  red indicated ro ta tiona l m odulation, bu t were able to  ru le out features on the stellar surface, 
as a surface feature would cross the disc in  approxim ately 6 hours, whereas the absorption 
transients take about 1-2 hours to  cross. They suggested tha t the absorption transients could 
be due to  clouds o f cool, dense gas, in  corotation w ith  AB  Doradûs. They show th a t i f  th is  is 
the case, then i t  provides evidence o f closed magnetic loops larger than those on the Sun.
C ollie r Cameron &  Robinson (1989b) used November 1986 observations o f A B  Doradûs 
to  investigate the evolution o f these clouds over an in terva l o f a few nights.
They found th a t the clouds are form ing near the corotation radius on a timescale o f 1-2 
days, and so, to  keep the number o f clouds reasonably constant, they must be destroyed and /o r 
ejected on a s im ila r timescale.
They found th a t clouds were being ejected at speeds ~20 km  s~^, w ith  the speed increasing 
as the distance increased. The acceleration was much smaller than th a t which would be expected 
i f  they were m oving freely along open, rad ia l fieldlines corotating w ith  A B  Doradûs. Th is 
indicates th a t the confining magnetic fie ld  is s t i l l  in  existence at distances o f 9R*.
C ollie r Cameron et al. (1990) used H a, Ca I I  H &  K  and M g I I  h &  k in  the optica l 
and u ltrav io le t spectra o f AB  Doradûs to  study the physical properties o f the prominences- in  
particu la r, the column densities, temperatures and the tu rbu len t in terna l m otion.
They used th a t facts th a t the equivalent w id th  o f H a  lines is sensitive to  the column 
density and the tem perature, ra ther than the in te rna l motions, and the Ca I I  and M g I I  are
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more sensitive to  the colum n density and the in terna l motions.
Prom the equivalent w id th  o f H a  lines they showed tha t the tem perature o f the p rom i­
nences are around 8000-9000K.
D onati et al. (1999) used observations o f A B  Doradûs from  December 1996 and detected 
prominences between 2.5 and 4.7R* from  the ste llar ro ta tion  axis, seeing four prominences on 
more than  one night.
3.2 Stability
For a prominence to  be stable, two conditions need to  be satisfied:
g.B =  0, (3.1)
and
B .V (g .B )  <  0. (3,2)
Here g represents the effective gravity^ which includes a centrifugal te rm  as well as the 
gi’av ita tiona l term . Its  components in  spherical co-ordinates are:
Qr —  -  —^  sin^ 6>, (3.3)
90 =  ^w ^ rs in  2^, (3.4)
and
9(1) ~  0. (3.5)
Equation 3.1 requires tha t the effective gravity  and the magnetic fie ld are perpendicular. 
In  equation 3.2, the le ft-hand  side is the d irectional derivative o f g .B  along a magnetic fie ld -line ,
i.e. a measure o f the rate o f change o f g .B  along the fie ld -line  in  question. I f  equation 3.2 holds, 
then g .B  is decreasing in  the d irection o f B .
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The co-rotation radius (also called the Keplerian radius), v k  is defined to  be the radius 
in  the equatoria l plane where g =  0, thus at a po in t in  spherical co-ordinates (r/^, 7t / 2, <t!>), the 
effective g rav ity  would be zero. Th is radius is given by
For th is  work, I  decided, for reasons o f s im p lic ity  to use W ilson-Devinney units, fo r which 
rK  =  1 and a ll ra d ii are scaled to  this. I f  rw D  is a distance in  W ilson-Devinney units, then
rw D  =  — , (3.7)rK
which is equivalent to
/  .2 \  1/3
W ith  these units, the form  o f the effective gravity  is sim ply
Qr =  (w^GM*)3 (r sin^ ^  -  ^ ) ,
go =  (w ^G M *)i ^  sin 2^,
and
9<l> =  0.
I t  can be seen tha t in  the equatoria l plane {9 — 90°), sin 0 — 1. Hence
1
Thus 9r flips sign at the corotation radius.
< 0  i f  r  <  1,
9r < >  0 i f  r  >  1,
=  0 i f  r  — 1.
C o llie r Cameron (1988) studied s ta b ility  o f large stellar loops. He showed th a t for large 
loops (extending beyond r%) then at the sum m it the centrifugal te rm  o f gr dominates. Then 
hydrostatic equ ilib rium  means th a t the pressure increases outwards along the loop beyond rK - 
Thus the electron density Ue must increase outwards in  the outermost parts o f such loops.
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In  a fu lly  ionised plasma, the rad ia tive loss function  is related to  Mg by
L r  oc Tig, (3.9)
which may lead to  therm al in s ta b ility  at the loop sum m it i f  the plasma is centrifuga lly  com­
pressed beyond corotation. However, he showed th a t norm ally the conduction dominates, ensur­
ing therm al s ta b ility  along the loop. Prom th is  he argued th a t large coronal loops are possible.
3.3 Dipole
The firs t case looked at was a dipole(c/. Ferreira 2000), given by
B r =  2 ^  COS0, (3.10)
B q =  ^ s m $ ,  (3.11)
and
B ^ =  0. (3.12)
In  W ilson-Devinney units these become
and
so tha t
g .B  =  ^  ^(3^^ sin^ Ô -  2), (3.13)
which means th a t g .B  ~  0 when
3 sin^ 0 
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(3.14)
There is an a lternative solution when cos 6 =  0, which occurs at the equator.
A t each po in t (r, 6 ,4>)
B .V (g .B ) =  ^  [2O-6r^sin2 6l-18sin2 0 +  3r-^sin^e] . (3.15)
As
,16 \  3
r "  \ ( G M , f  ' ^  °
Bo (  w
we need only consider the sign of
20 — 6r^  sin^ 0 — 18 sin^ 9 +  sin'^ 6. (3.16)
W hen the re lationship between r  and 6 is given by 3.14, then 3.16 is s im ply
1 6 ( l - s in ^ 0 ) ,  (3.17)
which is always greater than or equal to  0 fo r 0 € %. Thus there are no stable points outside o f 
the equatoria l plane.
In  the equatoria l plane however, 3.15 reduces to
=  (3.18)
which is less than  0 when
3
For ease o f notation , I  w il l define to  be
r  >  ( I )  '  . (3.19)
r L = C V .  (3.20)3
which is the boundary between the cases where 3.19 is and isn ’t  satisfied. 
Th is  gives t l  ~  0.8736.
The stable surface for a dipole is shown in  figures 3.1-3.3.
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Figure 3.1: The stable surface for a dipole viewed pole-on. In  th is and the fo llow ing two 
diagrams, the stable sheet extends to  in f in ity -  for p lo tting  purposes there has been a cu t-o ff at 
~5R *.
Figure 3.2: The stable surface for a dipole viewed from  an angle o f 60 °
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Figure 3.3: The stable surface for a dipole viewed from  the equator
3.4 Source surface quasidipole
As can be seen from  equation 3.11, the B q component o f a dipole remains non-zero at very large 
distances from  the star, hence there is no distance at which the field is completely radial.
W ith  th is  in  m ind, I  investigated what I  w ill term  a source surface quasidipole. The B r 
component o f a dipole at the stellar surface was used to  determine a po tentia l field, subject to  
the source surface requirements given by equation 2.4.
The components o f the source surface quasidipole are
2B q 1 + 2 ( t^ )^
m  i  +B r  =  ^ ;  cosg, (3.21)
m 1 + 2(^ )3
and
=  (3.22)
B ^ =  0. (3.23)
B q is not a magnetic field s treng th - i t  is given by
B{0) = ^BrRl,
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where B r  is the rad ia l magnetic fie ld at the no rth  pole on the stellar surface. 
A t the ste llar surface
B r =  cos 0R%
and
B(j, =  0 ,
ju s t as they are for the dipole. However,
which is d ifferent to  the value o f B q for a dipole (eqn. 3.11).
However, consider what happens to
i t f  - 1
1 + 2 ( ^ ) 6
when the source surface radius tends towards in fin ity . Bo th  the num erator and the denom inator 
tend to  in fin ity . To get round this, and to  avoid having to  invoke L ’H ô p ita l’s rule, i t  is possible 
to d iv ide b o th  the num erator and denom inator by ( ^ ) ^ ,  g iving
1 -  ( f r ) '
Then th is  fraction  tends to  ^ as r., —> oo.
B$ —^ s in0,
Thus, as rs —> oo,
which is the value fo r a dipole.
W hen r  =  rs then
and B q =  B((, =  0, g iv ing a rad ia l fie ld at the source surface. 
In  W ilson-Devinney units
”  “  G M ,R l  1 +  2 ( ^ ) 6B r =  cos0, (3.24)
and
G M .f l3 l  + 2 (^ )3  
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Be =  A  sine. (3.25)
Figure 3.4; The stable surface for a quadrupole viewed pole-on
3.5 Quadrupole
For a quadrupole, the magnetic field components are given by
B r =  (2 — 3 sin^ 9),
Be =  ^  sin 20
and
which in  W ilson-Devinney units are
B é  =  0 ,
B r  = ( 2 - 3 s in ^  0),
and
Be Bn /  w
J  \ 3
Brh =  0 .
sin 20
This gives us
g.B = B q w - 2] (3.26)
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Figure 3.5: The stable surface for a quadrupole viewed from  an angle o f 60
F igure 3.6: The stable surface for a quadrupole viewed from  the equator
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which has a solution
^3 =  ___  (3 27)sm^e(5sm^e-4) ' '
Thus, fo r 3.2 to  hold, we need
2(21 sin^ 0 — 30 sin^ 0 +  12) — sin^ 0(5 sin^ 0 — 10 sin^ 0 +  8) <  0 (3.28)
The on ly latitudes where th is  holds (when the relationship between r  and 0 is given by 
equation 3.27) is between la titudes 16.61°and 26.56° (both north  and south). For la titude  
16.61°, from  equation 3.27 i t  can be seen th a t r  % 1.116 in  W ilson-D evinney units, equivalent 
to  2.9B* • r  increases as the la titude  increases, tending asym ptotically to  in fin ity  as the la titud e  
approaches 26.56°.
3.6 Calculating the stable sheets
The stable sheets are num erically calculated for p lo ttin g  in  a several stage process.
1. The firs t step is to  calculate g .B  in  the region out to  the source surface. Th is  can be 
s im ply calculated as B^gr +  Bggg, tak ing advantage o f the fact th a t %  — 0.
2. The angle, 7 , between g and B  is calculated from  the de fin ition  o f the scalar product, 
hence
lc o s 7 |=  I®'® IIs l lB I '
3. I f  I cos 7 1 <  ^  then ^ g . B  and ^ g . B  are calculated nuerically from  the values o f g .B  at 
neighbouring points. Th is gives B .V (g .B ).
4. A  value, v, is assigned to  each po in t
[ - 1  i fB .V ( g .B )  < 0 ,
u =  <
I 0 otherwise.
5. The values o f v are then interpolated onto a cartesian grid.
6 . The stable sheets are then p lo tte d - a po in t w ith  v <  Vmax is p lo tted as stable. For each 
po in t —1 <  u <  0.
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Figure 3.7: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole.
3.7 Stable sheets derived from the observations
Having seen how th is technique can be used for calculating and p lo ttin g  the stable sheets de­
term ined for the dipole, quasidipole and quadrupole, the next step is to calculate and p lo t the 
stable sheets for fields derived from  the observations.
The aim  o f th is  is to  see where prominences can exist and be stable.
For the 1996 night 1 data, figures 3.7-3.12 (and especially figures 3.8 and 3.12) show th a t 
the stable surface outside r i  is concentrated in  a h igh ly-inc lined  feature on one side o f the star 
and th a t inside r i  is predom inatly at a high northern la titude, although there is part o f i t  at a 
high southern a ttitude . Figures 3.9 and 3.10 enable the stable sheets to be viewed at the same 
angle as A B  Doradûs is inclined, so showing stable points passing in  front of, above or below 
the star as viewed from  Earth. Prominences passing in  fron t o f the stellar disc w ill be seen in  
absorption, and those which pass above or below the disc w ill be seen in  emission.
The nearest stable points to AB  Doradûs are at r=0.395 in  W ilson-Devinney units. How­
ever, the ste llar surface is at r=0.385. Thus these stable points are very close to  the surface.
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Figure 3.8; The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole. The le ft hand figure shows 
the surface inside r^ ,  and the righ t hand figure shows tha t outside.
Figure 3.9: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  60°.
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Figure 3.10: The stable surface for 1996 n ight 1, viewed from  60°. The le ft hand figure shows 
the surface inside and the righ t hand figure shows tha t outside.
F igure 3.11: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the equator.
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Figure 3.12: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the equator. The le ft hand figure 
shows the surface inside r^ ,  and the righ t hand figure shows tha t outside.
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C H A P T E R  4
Prominence positions and surface field topology
To study the effect o f the surface fie ld topology on the stable surfaces, i t  is necessary to  trace 
the fieldlines passing through the stable surfaces back to  the ir footpoints on the ste llar surface. 
In  th is  chapter, I  investigated was the fieldlines through the stable points. W ha t features on the 
surface were responsible?
4.1 Calculating the fieldlines
The equations for the fieldlines are:
d r __ rd9 _  rsin0d(f) 
B r B q B(f,
(e.g. Priest 1984)
I f  B ^  =  0 then equation (4.1) reduces to
(4.1)
which can be solved to  give r ( 0) fo r the fieldline.
4.2 Dipole
In  the case o f a dipole, the B^ and B q components are given by equations (3.10) and (3.11), 
w ith  =  0. Hence equation (4.2) can be used and gives
~  =  2r cot 6. (4.3)
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Th is  can be separated in to
which upon integrating, gives
In r  =  21nsin0 +  A:, (4.5)
where k is some constant.
W hen r  =  1 and ^ then equation (4.5) gives
A; =  —2 In sin ^ 0, (4.6)
hence
so the fie ld line s ta rting  at a po in t (^o, ^o) on the surface can be described by
and
(f) — <^0, (4.9)
where r  is in  un its  o f stellar radius, and 9 is the co-latitude. Such a fieldine is sym m etric about 
the equator. The furthest distance the fie ld line reaches from  the star is
r  =  csc^0o- (4.10)
Some fieldlines are shown in  figures 4.1 and 4.2.
4-3 The observations
The magnetic fie ld is calculated from  the observations by the method in  chapter 2.
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Figure 4.1: Th is  shows the fieldlines for a dipole on a Cartesian grid
Figure 4.2: Th is  shows the fieldlines for a dipole, viewed w ith  the pole t ilte d  30° towards the 
observer. The crosses indicate the stable points.
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Figure 4.3: Th is shows the fieldlines for a stable surface at high northern latitudes for the 1996 
night 1 data
4.3.1 A  n o rth e rn  feature
The firs t stable surface I  investigated was at high northern latitudes. The surface is shown in  
figure 4.4 and the fieldlines responsible for i t  in  figure 4.3.
The fieldlines appear to  be connecting a region o f positive radia l field at approxim ately 
(180-200,60-70), [where co-ordinates are given as (long itude ,la titude)] w ith  a region o f negative 
field a t approxim ate ly (100-120,60-70). As figure 2.6 shows, the form er co-ordinates are linked 
w ith  a strongly negative azim uthal field, whereas the azim uthal field at the la tte r co-ordinates 
is much weaker.
As can be seen from  figure 4.4, much o f th is  stable surface would always remain between 
the star and the observer, and any prominences would thus be seen in absorption.
4.3.2 A  southern  fea tu re
The other m ajor stable surface extended between longitudes 180-320° and from  20 to 40°south. 
As figures 4.5 and 4.6 show, some o f the fieldlines responsible for th is  stable surface
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Figure 4.4: Th is  shows a stable surface at high northern latitudes for the 1996 night 1 data, 
viewed at a longitude o f 90°.
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Figure 4.5: Th is shows the fieldlines for a stable surface at southern la titudes for the 1996 night 
1 data
originate in  the region o f positive rad ia l field at approxim ate ly (180-200,60-70), which was also 
responsible for the fieldlines at high northern la titude . The fieldlines term inated at points in  
the southern hemisphere which are too far south to  be observed.
4.4 A combined field
One problem is tha t the field below ~  -30° cannot be observed. Th is raises the question o f 
whether fie ld fu rthe r south than th a t can affect the positions o f observable prominences.
I  assumed th a t the southern h ig h -la titu d e  fie ld would be s im ila r to  the northern h igh - 
la titude  field, and decided to  investigate a combined field, given at the surface by
B ( R „ g ,  (t>) =  B g6 ( R „ 6), -  90° ) -  Bg8 (R*, 180° -  0, (f>), (4.11)
where Bgg is the 1996 night 1 field and Bgg is the 1998 field. The coronal field was then 
calculated by the technique in  chapter 2. The 1996 night 1 field was rotated by 90° in longitude 
to  reduce the possib ility  o f the northern and southern hemispheres being nearly m irror-im ages 
o f each other (as can be seen by comparing figure 1.3 w ith  1.4, some h ig h -la titu d e  features seem 
to appear in  s im ila r positions).
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Figure 4.6: Th is shows a stable surface at southern latitudes for the 1996 n ight 1 data
6 8
Figure 4.7: Th is shows the surface magnetic field derived by equation 4.11 from  the 1996 and 
1998 data. The top panel shows B r, the m iddle panel B ^  and the bo ttom  panel B q .
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Figure 4.8: Th is  shows (LHS) the stable surface for the mixed field and (RHS) for the 1996 
night 1 field, as viewed from  the pole
The stable surfaces are shown in  figures (4.8)-(4.10)
The firs t feature looked at was in  figures (4.11) and (4.12), which is two stable surfaces 
in  the southern hemisphere, at longitude ~  90°. As figure (4.11) shows, th is is caused by 
fieldlines from  a region o f strong positive rad ia l field around (140-170,-50- -80), w ith  the fieldlines 
te rm ina ting  in  a region o f negative rad ia l fie ld around (50,-50). As can be seen from  figure (4.12), 
i t  is possible for fieldlines from  the same region o f field on the stellar surface to  cause d is tinc t 
stable surfaces.
The stable surfaces would not trans it the star.
One other possib ility  is a single stable surface being caused by several different features. 
Figures (4.13)-(4.16) give one such case.
The surface stretches from  high northern to high southern latitudes, and lies between 
longitudes 265-290°. As figures (4.13) and (4.14) show, the far southern pa rt o f the surface is 
due to  a region o f strong positive rad ia l field around (190,-60) w ith  the fieldlines te rm ina ting  
around (320,-30).
The rest o f the stable surface is due to  fieldlines from  several regions on the stellar surface, 
as figures (4.15) and (4.16) show.
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Figure 4.9: Th is shows (LHS) the stable surface for the mixed field and (RHS) for the 1996 
night 1 field, as viewed from  60°
Figure 4.10: Th is shows (LHS) the stable surface for the mixed field and (RHS) for the 1996 
n ight 1 fie ld, as viewed from  the equator
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Figure 4.11: Th is shows the fieldlines causing two southern stable surfaces for the mixed field.
Th is  surface w il l-  in  p a r t-  tra n s it the star.
C reating a mixed field makes the stable surfaces more complicated, and has destroyed the 
sem i-c ircu lar h igh ly -inc lined  stable surface seen in figures (3.7)-(3.12). The possib ility  is also 
raised o f trans iting  stable sheets caused by regions o f surface magnetic fie ld too far south to  
be observed. Careful observation o f prominences which trans it quickly (i.e. would tran s it the 
southern pa rt o f A B  Doradûs) could provide h ints to  the surface magnetic field s tructure at high 
southern latitudes.
D onati et al. (2000) noted th a t the prominences for RXJ 1508.6-4432 were form ing be­
tween 1.3 and 2.0R* (where the corotation radius was 1.65 ±  O.IOR*, leading to  =  1.44 ±  
0.09R*), and tended to be confined to the equatoria l p lane- which they said was typ ica l for 
u ltra -fa s t ro tators. Moreover, the prominences they observed were in  emission, and not tra n s it­
ing the d isc- hence the hypothesis th a t there are h ig h -la titu d e  prominences which are not seen 
because they do not cross the disc can be discarded.
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Figure 4.12: Th is shows two southern stable surfaces for the mixed field, and the fieldlines 
responsible for them.
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Figure 4.13: Th is  shows the fieldlines responsible for the southern end o f an stable surface for 
the mixed field
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Figure 4.14: Th is  shows the southern end o f a stable surface for a m ixed field
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Figure 4.15: Th is  shows the fieldlines responsible for the rest o f the stable surface
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Figure 4.16: Th is  shows the rest o f the stable surface and the fieldlines responsible for it
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CHAPTER 5
Adding a dipole and a source surface quasidipole
In  the previous chapter, I  showed th a t-  from  the observed fie ld - i t  should be possible fo r stable 
points to  exist at a wide variety o f la titudes and distances from  the star.
However, I  also commented th a t D onati et al. (2000) had shown th a t fo r the u ltra -fa s t 
ro ta to r, RXJ1508.6-4432, prominences tend to  form  in  the equatoria l plane, near and beyond 
the corotation radius.
How are these to  be reconciled? In  chapter 3 I  investigated the equ lib rium  surfaces for 
a dipole, and found th a t the they were confined to  the equatoria l plane, and were beyond 
Could there be an extra  d ipo la r component to  the field?
5.1 Adding a dipole
I  investigated adding a dipole fie ld çBd, where q indicates the strength o f the field, to  a po ten tia l 
fie ld  Bp. q is Bg(r% , 7r / 2, 0) for a dipole fie ld, so from  equation 3.6 and the equations for a dipole 
fie ld  (3.10-3.12), i t  is related to  B q by
Equation (3.1) becomes
g.(Bp +  gBd) =  0.
so the value o f q a t any pa rticu la r po in t to  satisfy th is  equation is given by
,  = - g .  (5.2)
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Obviously, equation 5.2 on ly holds when g .B d ^  0-  the points where g .B d  =  0 are those 
in  the equatoria l plane and those where equation 3.14 holds.
Th is  means the LHS o f (3.2) becomes
Bp.V(g.Bp) + ç[Bd.V(g.Bp) + Bp.V(g.Bd)] + g^Bd.V(g.Bd) (5,3)
However, in  the equatoria l plane g .B d  =  0, so adding a dipole fie ld doesn’t  change g .B . 
However, adding a dipole w ill change B .V (g .B ) . I t  is th is  which I  decided to  look at by adding 
a dipole.
(5.3) can be expressed in  the form  aq^+  bq-\~c where a =  B d -V (g .B d ), b =  B d -V (g .B p ) +  
B p .V (g .B d ) and c =  B p .V (g .B p ). Hence the values o f q ( i f  any) which make (5.3) <  0 can be 
calculated using the quadratic formula.
For the 1996 n ight 1 and 1995 data, points in  the equatoria l plane where r  <  tl can be 
classified in to  two groups:
- ones which are unstable Vg and
- ones which are stable only for a lim ited  range o f values o f q.
For the 1995 data, the extreme values o f q for s tab ility  are -24.796 and 37.534. Outside 
these values, there is no s ta b ility  w ith in  the region under consideration. However these b o th  
occur w ith  r=0.8665, which is nearly at the outer edge. I f  we consider the equatoria l plane up 
to  r=0 .8  then these values o f q range from  -8.138 to  8.855.
These can be summarised in  table 5.1
The values o f qmin and qmax as given by table 5.1 do not change as Vmax is decreased 
from  0.8 to  0.4. Th is  is because these values o f q-min and qmax correspond to points closer 
in  to  the surface. Hence, as |g| is increased, then, in  the equatoria l plane out to  r  =  0.8 in  
W ilson-Devinney units, i t  is some points near the surface which remain stable for longest.
Is th is  unique to  the 1995 data? For points in  the equatoria l plane wherer <  vl for the 
1996 n ight 1 data, then the extreme values o f q for s tab ility  are -4.321 and 25.992, a much 
narrower range than  for 1995. Moreover, qmax occurs at r=0.8665, the outer edge o f the region 
under consideration, whereas qmin occurs at r=0.3951, the inner edge o f the region.
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f'max qmin Qmax
Tl -24.796 37.534
0.8 -8.138 &855
0.7 -8.138 8.855
0.5 -8.138 8.855
0.4 -8.138 8.855
Table 5.1: Th is  table shows the extreme values o f q out to  certain distances from  the centre 
o f the star. Between the surface and r-max there are no stable points in  the equatoria l plane i f  
Q <  Qmin or q >  Qmax- Th is  is for the 1995 data.
^max Qmin Qmax
Tl -4.321 25.992
0.8 -4.321 3.670
0.7 -4.321 3.670
0.5 -4.321 3.670
0.4 -4.321 3.670
Table 5.2; Th is  table shows the extreme values o f q out to  certain distances from  the centre 
o f the star. Between the surface and Vmax there are no stable points in  the equatoria l plane i f  
q <  Qmin or g >  Qmax- Th is is for the 1996 n ight 1 data.
A  s im ila r table to  5.1 fo r the 1996 n ight 1 data is 5.2.
The next step was to  choose values o f q and p lo t the stable surfaces for them. The values 
chosen were 0 (equivalent to  the po tentia l fie ld calculated from  the observations), ± ^ ,  ± 1, 
i 3  and ±10.
For the 1996 n ight 1 data, figures 3.7-3.12 show th a t the stable surface w ith in  is 
concentrated to  one side o f the star, and th a t outside vl is concentrated in to  one feature (feature 
I) , which extends from  s ligh tly  above the equatoria l plane to  well below it.
A dd ing  a dipole fie ld  w ith  g =  as shown in  figures 5.1 and 5.2, feature I  has grown 
smaller and is concentrated above the equatoria l plane. In  addition, there is a new feature (fea­
tu re  I I )  which lies ~180° in  longitude from  feature I  and is predom inantly below the equatoria l 
plane.
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Figure 5.1: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  1/10 
added.
Figure 5.2: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from the equator, with a dipole of
q =  1/10 added.
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Figure 5.3: The stable surface for 1996 n ight 1, viewed from  i  =  60°, w ith  a dipole o f g =  0 
added.
Are features I and I I  related? To investigate th is  I compared figures 5.3 and 5.4, which 
show a view from  an inc lina tion  o f 60°.
These figures suggest th a t the two features could be part o f the same one.
Next, adding a dipole field w ith  g =  as shown in  figures 5.5 and 5.7, seems to  be s im ila r 
to  th a t w ith  g =  I t  is when a dipole field w ith  g =  1 is added th a t the structure changes 
dram atica lly  . . .
W ith  g =  1 the stable surfaces are very different to  those w ith  smaller values o f g. As 
figures 5.6 and 5.8 show, the structure outside o f r i  forms one sheet inclined to  the equatoria l 
plane, and is nearly complete, w ith  only a small gap, and appears to  be s ligh tly  oval-shaped. 
Inside most o f the stable surface seen w ith  smaller values o f g has been cleared, bu t there 
s t il l is some structure w ith in  t l - The stable surface being inclined is also made clear by figure 
5.9.
As figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show, when g is increased to 3, most o f the rem aining 
s tructure  w ith in  is cleared, and the stable surface outside o f r^, is complete and is less 
inclined to  the equatoria l plane than was the case when g =  l .
Increasing g to 10, as shown in  figures 5.13 and 5.14 leaves the structure looking s im ila r 
to  th a t for a dipole (figures 3.1 and 3.3). Th is is consistent w ith  the values o f Qmax and q^in
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Figure 5.4: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  i  =  60°, w ith  a dipole o f g =  1/10 
added.
Figure 5.5: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  1/3 
added.
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Figure 5.6: The stable surface for 1996 iiig h t 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  1 
added.
Figure 5.7: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from the equator, with a dipole of g =  1/3
added.
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Figure 5.8: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the equator, w ith  a dipole o f g =  1 
added.
Figure 5.9: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from i  =  60°, with a dipole of g =  1
added.
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Figure 5.10: The stable surface for 1996 n ight 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  3 
added.
Figure 5.11: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the equator, w ith  a dipole o f <7 =  3 
added.
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Figure 5.12; The stable surface for 1996 n ight 1, viewed from i =  60°, w ith  a dipole o f g =  3 
added.
shown in  table 5.2.
The next step is to  look at adding in  a dipole field w ith  negative values o f q. For q =  
and Ç =  — i ,  the results seem very s im ilar to  those for ç =  and ^ ^ respectively, as shown
by figures 5.15 and 5.16 for the case where q =  —^  and by 5.17 and 5.18 for q =  —
The structure w ith  q =  —1, as shown in figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21, differs in  a few 
ways from  th a t w ith  q =  I. The most obvious differences are tha t the structure  w ith  r  >  r i  
is complete (ra ther than having a gap in  s im ilar to  tha t w ith  g =  l )  and having an opposite 
inc lina tion  to  the equatoria l plane.
W ith  q =  —3, as shown in  figures 5.22 and 5.23, the structure is s im ila r to  th a t w ith  
Ç =  3, except for the structure outside o f r i  being inclined at opposite angles to  the equatoria l 
plane.
The fina l case examined for the 1996 night 1 data was for q =  —10, shown in  figures 5.24 
and 5.25. As was the case for q =  10, the structure is sim ilar to tha t for a pure dipole. By the 
stage \q\ =  10, the field appears s im ila r to tha t o f a dipole.
W hen a dipole w ith  q = ± 1 0  is added to  the 1996 night 1 field, then prominences d ivide 
easily in to  two groups:
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Figure 5.13: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  10 
added.
F igure 5.14: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the equator, w ith  a dipole o f 
g ==10 added.
Figure 5.15: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  —1/10 
added.
Figure 5.16: The stable surface for 1996 n ight 1, viewed from  the equator, w ith  a dipole o f 
g =  —1/10 added.
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Figure 5.17: The stable surface for 1996 n ight 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  —1/3 
added.
Figure 5.18: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from the equator, with a dipole of
g =  —1/3 added.
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mFigure 5.19: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f g =  — 1 
added.
Figure 5.20: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  i  =  60°, w ith  a dipole o f g 
added.
=  - 1
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Figure 5.21: The stable surface for 1996 n ight 1, viewed from the equator, w ith  a dipole o f 
q =  —1 added.
F igure 5.22: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f q 
added.
—  — 3
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Figure 5.23: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the equator, w ith  a dipole o f 
q =  —3 added.
Figure 5.24: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the pole, w ith  a dipole o f q 
added.
=  -1 0
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Figure 5.25: The stable surface for 1996 night 1, viewed from  the equator, w ith  a dipole o f 
g =  —10 added.
1. ones less than 0.1 i î *  from  the stellar surface,
2. ones ly ing  in  the equatoria l plane near and beyond the corotation radius.
5.2 Adding a source surface quasidipole
A lthough adding in  a dipole ensures th a t the m a jo rity  o f stable points are in  the equatoria l plane 
and beyond the fie ld obtained doesn’t satisfy the source surface requirements o f equation
(2.4), as
— 2 cos 6
and
Be =  ^  sin I
Hence, I  decided to add in  a source surface quasidipole, which has components given by 
equations (3.21-3.23).
As was the case for the dipole q =  B e {rK i tt/2 , 0), hence
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which, when using the de fin ition  o f t k  given by equation (3.6), gives
Bo 1 + 2 (^ )3 (5.5)
To ensure th a t I  could compare the effects o f adding a source surface quasidipole and a 
genuine dipole, I  needed to  ensure th a t the fie ld strength added at the surface was equal. I f  qp 
and % are the values o f q calculated by 5.5 and 5.1 respectively, then
2(r? -  1)
A ll distances are in  W ilson-Devinney un its  and hence are dimensionless. In  these units Vs =  2.000 
and =  0.386 to  3 decimal places. Th is  gives
(5.6)
qp =  0.872%. (5.7)
A  surprising result was th a t a small value o f q needed to clear out much o f the disc inside 
tl  (where vl is given by equation 3.20). Table 5.3 shows the number o f stable points w ith in  
t l - The g rid  used was d iv ided in to  513 pixels in  longitude, 257 in  la titude  and 135 rad ia l shells. 
Inside tl  there were 12985056 points in  to ta l.
9 number o f stable points
0 75354
0.05 34687
0.1 31932
0.2 18967
0.3 10196
0.4 4868
0.5 3340
Table 5.3: Th is  table shows the number o f stable points inside vl when a quasidipole determ ined 
by the value o f q is added.
A  value o f q o f on ly 0.05 (corresponding to  the added flux  at the poles being 17.3G), is 
sufficient to  halve the number o f stable points compared to the s itua tion  when there is no fie ld 
added in.
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Figure 5.26: Th is  shows the fieldlines causing the stable surface beyond for the 1996 night 1 
field w ith  a quasidipole {q =  0.05) added
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Figure 5.27: Th is shows the stable surface beyond for the 1996 night 1 fie ld w ith  a quasidipole 
{q =  0.05) added
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C H A P T E R  6
Summary and Conclusion
6.1 The surface magnetic field
For the surface magnetic field, the d is tr ib u tio n  o f a  (defined by equation 2.1) is sym m etric and 
centred on zero, im p ly ing  th a t when new flux  is created, there is no preference for the sign 
o f a. W hen the fie ld  is evolved according to  diffusion and the observed d iffe rentia l ro ta tion , 
the peak o f a  gradually moves to  positive values and grows weaker, showing th a t d iffusion and 
d iffe rentia l ro ta tion  alone are insufficient to  explain the evolution o f the fie ld on timescales o f 
about a m o n th - b u t our model does not include flu x  emergence.
I  have shown th a t the d ifferentia l ro ta tion  can create a band o f un ipo la r azim uthal fie ld at 
h igh -la titudes, though o f a weaker strength than th a t which is observed. However, d ifferentia l 
ro ta tion  could play a pa rt in  preserving the band on un ipo la r azim uthal field.
6.2 Prominences 
Using the c rite ria
and
g .B  =  0
B .V (g .B )  <  0
i t  is possible to  determ ine where prominences can be stable. A  po tentia l fie ld extrapolated from  
the observed rad ia l fie ld  gives complex equ ilib rium  surface structures- however D onati et al.
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(2000) showed th a t the prominences preferentia lly  formed at and beyond corotation and in  the 
equatoria l plane.
The poss ib ility  tha t th is  discrepancy is s im ply due to  the unobservability o f southern 
la titudes (which are assumed to have B ~ 0 can be discounted since when a southern hemisphere 
fie ld  o f s im ila r com plexity to  the observed northern  hemisphere fie ld is added in, the equ ilib rium  
surfaces rem ain complex.
1 have shown th a t adding in  a source surface quasidipole o f less than 20G is sufficient 
to  clear the inner disc o f stable points, and ensures th a t most o f the stable points are at low 
latitudes. As D onati &  C ollier Cameron (1997) showed, even fields o f several kC  at the pole 
would be hard to  detect- so i t  would be much harder to  detect an added fie ld  o f 20G.
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